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In and around St.Gallen:
painting by numbers
25.6

The percentage of St.Gallen’s
urban area that is covered by
trees. Buildings cover just
7.6 per cent of the surface area.

105

km: the length of the Rheintaler
Höhenweg (Rhine Valley Alpine
Trail). It runs from Rorschach
by Lake Constance to Sargans
in the St.Gallen uplands.

1,074

The height above sea level of
the highest point in the City
of St.Gallen on the south-east
border of the city, west of
Speicher.

Lake Zurich

Rapperswil-Jona

113,000

Thurgau

The number of residential buildings
in the Canton of St.Gallen. More than
half of these are single-family houses.

1566

The year in which St.Gallen is enclosed
by a city wall and gets a new city
gate. The gate, called the “Karlstor”,
is now a part of the UNESCO World
Cultural Heritage site.

Wil

10

The number of islands in Lake
Constance bigger than the size of
three tennis courts. The smaller
islands include the Liebesinsel
(Love Island) in the Untersee
(Lower Lake Constance) and the
Wollschweininsel (Mangalitza
Pig Island) at the Seepark in
Kreuzlingen.

3,100

The number of four-person households supplied with electricity
by all of St.Gallen’s solar power
installations annually.
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612 — EDITORIAL

So inspiring,
you won’t want
to go home
Dear visitors
Dear locals
What impresses you? And what spurs you on?
Is it the small things? Or does it take something much bigger?
There’s plenty of both in this issue of 612 and we hope you’ll
be inspired to discover them all. Because the range of experiences
on oﬀer in the St.Gallen and Lake Constance region is so diverse,
surprising and exciting, the best way to enjoy it is to stay the
night – or, even better, two nights. Mix and match activities to
create a kaleidoscope of experiences that suit you. For locals,
we recommend getting to know the city and region in a new way
by booking yourself into one of the Textilland hotels, where
you can take some time for yourself and relax in one of their
atmospheric textile rooms.
And whether you are a visitor or a local, why not set oﬀ on a
leisurely stroll, taking in the beautiful boutique town of St.Gallen
and the equally enchanting surrounds of the Rhine Valley, on
the southern shore of Lake Constance and in Wil/Fürstenland?
Here, you will find world heritage sites, wine experiences, railway
adventures, cycling, hiking, gastronomic delights, culture and:
yourself. So enjoy it. And tell others.

St.Gallen-Bodensee Tourism

Thomas Kirchhofer
Director

Tobias Treichler
Vice Director
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612
presents
Melanie Brunner Lutze makes
the world more beautiful. As
a qualified graphic designer,
she puts passion and fresh ideas
into creating designs for books,
posters and labels – such as the
labels for the beer brand BiÄR,
which is brewed by her team.
The latest issue of 612 has her
stamp all over it.

Christoph Fleischmann is
from near Vienna, but his heart
belongs to St.Gallen. He is a
digital marketing specialist who
knows and loves the city like no
other Austrian does. Christoph
came to St.Gallen via Berlin and
Kreuzlingen. And, of course, he
was working for 612 too.

Sibylle Jung is the head and
heart of the 612 editorial
team. For 20 years now, she
has been forging new paths
with her communications
agency. To clear her head,
Sibylle likes to travel and
catch up with friends over
good food and wine.

Martin Tiziani lives and works
in the colourful Linsebühl quarter
of St.Gallen. This illustrator and
muralist livened up the article
about “his” neighbourhood
for this issue of 612. His drawings capture the situations he
observes every day.
Alisa Haag winds her way through
life on her orange Lambretta.
In winter, she swaps her scooter
for her snowboard. Alisa is the
direct link between St.GallenBodensee Tourism and the producers of 612.

Stefan Berli can often be found
on Crete, in Teufen and on Lake
Constance. This geologist loves
well-chosen words, the finer
things in life and photography.
He also has a sideline in producing
high-quality olive oil for connoisseurs. For this issue of 612, he
interviewed a Dutch pilot to get
her take on flying.
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Every day, every hour – from 6 am to 9 pm

The easy way to travel!
thurbo.ch/express
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“What I like about
Eastern Switzerland
is the juxtaposition
of town and country,
the down-to-earth
urbanity and manageable size of the City
of St.Gallen, the
vibrancy of the city
centre, the peace on
the hills and the exquisite view of the
Säntis that can be
enjoyed from so many
diﬀerent places.”
Christine Bolt, Director of Olma Trade Fairs

 Inspirational spot: Engelgasse, St.Gallen
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A SPOT TO SUIT YOUR MOOD

15 seasonal strolls
The St.Gallen and Lake Constance region is more than just the city and the lake. We have
picked out a few less well-known spots and suggested the perfect season to visit each one.
But we ended up picking the City of St.Gallen as our autumn favourite anyway.
WRIT TEN BY: JÜRG AEGERTER

Wintertime in Degersheim
Improve your well-being with
cross-country skiing
For 50 years, the Degersheim CrossCountry Skiing Club has been
maintaining cross-country ski
trails above the village. The 17 km
trail takes you through an enchanting winter landscape with a view
of the snow-covered Säntis. For
refreshments, I recommend the
Wolfensberg Hotel and Restaurant
near the cross-country ski centre.
They offer refined home cooking
and the best Sunday roast.
 www.llcd.ch
 www.wolfensberg.ch

Fondue and sledging
The adventure begins at Degersheim railway station. Pull your
sledge up the mountain for half an
10
© Victor Schönenberger

hour until you reach Gasthaus
Fuchsacker. There, you will find an
exquisite cheese fondue waiting
for you in the restaurant or in the
cosy Hüttli. After your hearty
meal, ride back to the village on
your sledge – always an incredible
experience, especially when enjoyed with friends and family.
 www.fuchsacker.ch

Taking the air
Degersheim has been known as a
health resort with very pure air
(“Luftkurort”) for more than 100
years. In the 1920s, visitors included the writer Hermann Hesse, as
well as many other famous people.
Unfortunately, many of the people
who enjoyed the resort’s golden
era are no longer around to tell us
about it. What is still around,

however, is the wonderful
Degersheim air, which can
be enjoyed everywhere, free
of charge.

Corinne Frei is a
speech therapist.
She grew up in Degersheim and now
lives with her family in
St.Gallen. Although the
village where she used to live is only 15
minutes away by train, it’s almost like
another world. In summer, tranquil Degersheim in the hilly foothills of the Alps is
very green, whereas in winter it is mostly
white. Three cool winter recommendations from Corinne.
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Flower power in Tübach
A sea of tulips by
Lake Constance
As soon as the snow melts, there's
an explosion of floral colour at
Kröni Blumen in Tübach. Tulips
stretch as far as the eye can see.
After the long winter, this blaze of
colour is a really big deal: finally,
spring has sprung! Kröni Blumen
(no website)
Jana Bussert and Daniela
Müller run the lovely
Landgasthof Adler
in idyllic Mörschwil.
Originally from Berlin
and southern Germany,
they both love their
adopted home of
Mörschwil. They can’t
stop raving about it.
 www.adler.restaurant

Ostrich farm in Mörschwil
Ostrich eggs weigh more than 1
kg and are also wonderful to
paint. They make for a big surprise
in the Easter basket! The ostrich
farm has lots going on all year
round. The ostriches are raised on
the farm.

Coffee roasting on the farm
Coffee tasting in Steinach on a
Friday morning quickly shakes us
out of our spring sluggishness.
It’s amazing what coffee expert
Bettina Hanimann knows (and is
willing to tell). She learned her
trade in Hamburg and Colombia.
 www.solokaﬀee.ch

Meat from the village butcher
We know the farms that surround
the village and we know exactly
where the meat we offer our
guests comes from. When it
comes to processing meat, having
a good, local butcher is key.
 www.metzgerei-ehrbar.ch

 www.diestraussenfarm.ch
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A SPOT TO SUIT YOUR MOOD

Escape the heat in Wil
David Montoya is from
Medellín, Colombia.
When he was 20, he met
an exchange student
from Wil. Today, he lives
with her and their three
children in Wil and works
as a graphic designer
and musician. The vibrant
town, with its pictureperfect historic centre,
has become his second
home. Here are David’s
top three recommendations for Wil.
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Relax by the Weiher
The Weiher (pond) is at the edge
of the old town of Wil, which
provides a beautiful backdrop to
the water. This is the best place
for scenic walks. Our children like
the playground and the pond section, which has ducks and swans.
It’s a little piece of paradise.
From aperitifs to nightcaps
Ginos Kunstcafé is the place to go
in Wil for music, concerts and
art exhibitions. The old town
venue is also a bar offering music,
art and drinks – in other words,
everything I could want.

Cycling on the Psychiatrie
grounds
The buildings of Psychiatrie
St.Gallen Nord (St.Gallen North
Psychiatric Clinic) are located at
the entrance to the town of Wil,
surrounded by extensive parkland
– including the clinic’s own
farm and workshops. We like to
cycle through the grounds here.

A SPOT TO SUIT YOUR MOOD
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A mystical autumn in St.Gallen
Discover the Olma Trade Fair
The Olma Trade Fair is one of
St.Gallen’s greatest cultural
assets. Originally an agricultural
fair, today it’s about so much
more. It’s a fair for exhibiting consumer goods of all kinds, as well
as a fun fair. It’s like St.Gallen’s
own unique and exuberant
fifth season. For us, it’s a must
every year.
 www.olma-messen.ch

A stay at the Einstein
We always stay here when we are
in St.Gallen. We like the hotel’s
relaxed air of refinement. Not to
be missed: Tea Time at Einstein
Bar. Try a Hot Mule with Gin –
every day from 4 pm.
 www.einstein.ch

Feasting at Roggwiller
A visit to Roggwiller is a must.
The main building on Multergasse
is one of the most beautiful traditional cafés in Switzerland. We
always order veal pie with Waldorf
salad and Cumberland sauce.
 www.roggwiller.ch

Relax in the Stadtpark
The colourful leaves of the trees in
the city park transform it into a
work of art you can walk through.
Speaking of art: the art museum
and the Historisches und Völkerkundemuseum (Historical
Museum and the Museum of
Ethnology) are also located right
by the Stadtpark. They are certainly worth more than one visit.
 www.kunstmuseum.sg
 www.hvmsg.ch

Michael Zürcher, hotelier
and restaurateur, and
Pierre Huber, teacher and
singer, both live in the
Canton of Zurich. But
every October, they are
drawn back to St.Gallen
by the city’s unique
autumnal atmosphere.
And the legendary Olma
Trade Fair, of course.
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Adver tisement

The oldest shoe store in Switzerland.

A city stroll to the Abbey district, morning run
around the three ponds, race on the red square,
stroll through the cobbled streets, hunt for
treasure along the Foxtrail, mountain climbing with
the ibexes Peter and Paul, scale the Freudenberg?
Explore St.Gallen. On foot – with us.

Goliathgasse 5 | Vadianstr. 22 | St. Gallen | www.schneiderschuhe.ch

No time to stop by? Then visit our new web shop:

Fly from St.Gallen-Altenrhein to Vienna or to the
most beautiful holiday destinations I peoples.ch

schneiderschuhe.ch/shop

EXPERIENCE

THE

DIFFERENCE
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LINSEBÜHL
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“Microbreweries
instead of brothels?
Linsebühl takes
it all in its stride.”
For years, Linsebühl was quite infamous. Brothels, streetwalking
and shady bars dominated the scene. Today, the oldest quarter
outside the city walls has a slightly more urbane feel. Trendy
bars, hip restaurants and a good deal of St.Gallen down-to-earth
attitude can be found here today, along with plenty of tolerance.
A great place to visit.
TE X T: THE 612 ED ITO R IAL TE AM, ILLUSTR ATI O N S: MARTIN TIZIANI
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LINSEBÜHL

All change: below, it’s a microbrewery, above, it’s a pub. The
Hermann Bier brewery opened at
the start of 2021 in a completely
renovated building in the Linsebühl quarter in the eastern part
of the city. The building used to
house a porn cinema and a
brothel. Marco Hermann, the
founder of the company, said of
the change: “Microbreweries instead of brothels? Linsebühl
takes it all in its stride.” For more
than 20 years, Hermann managed city tours in St.Gallen. Now,
he has taken the daring step of
becoming self-employed, together with his business partner,
Gianluca Bernet. “A wonderful,
completely new microbrewery
and a small pub with 60 seats.
We have everything we need
here.”

Multicultural
bars and pubs
Myriad bars and restaurants line
the central street of Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse. In the eastern
part of the street, you will find
the Bierhof. It’s a sports bar,
where fans of FC St.Gallen like
to meet. While sport plays on
TV, guests play table football.
The bar is run by volunteers who
are FC St.Gallen fans. Two doors
along, Ristorante Toscana serves
2
4

5

1
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guests traditional Italian cuisine.
Teodoro (Teo, for short) has
something to suit everyone, as
long as they like fine Italian food
and a great atmosphere. Close
to the restaurant, there is a new
shop with a distinctly urban

A piece of New York in St.Gallen
(Buena Onda), and a place
where dreams come true
(Marco Herrmann, Brewer).
This is the stuﬀ that Linsebühl
legends are made of.

concept behind it. Domino8, as
the shop is called, is the perfect
place to buy second-hand clothing and for events. The urban
theme continues – this time with
a touch of New York about it –
with what is probably the city's
narrowest “Eckhaus” (corner
building). The ground floor of this
striking building is home to
the place where everyone in the
whole neighbourhood gathers:
Bar La Buena Onda. It’s a relaxed
bar run by Jiri Vesely and partner

LINSEBÜHL
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Iva Medkova. Next door, going
uphill towards the city centre,
you will find Da Slainte Inn, a
rustic pub with a largely Englishspeaking clientele. Right next
to that, there’s Caffe Van Gogh,
which is very popular with people
from the Balkans, especially. Just
before the Spisertor roundabout,
there’s Piadineria Rimini, which
serves St.Gallen’s best piadine –
an Italian sandwich speciality.
If you like Greek food, drop in
to Kostas at Greco, a Mediterranean-inspired gem. Going back
towards Linsebühl, Nannas
bunte Küche is a place you won't
want to miss. Here, you will
find spices and herb mixes that
will tempt all your senses. The
lentil soup is legendary (and also
makes a great gift).
9

The El Dorado
of cafés
Just go once around the roundabout, and you won’t be able to
tear your eyes away from the
g’nuss counter, tempting you
with all kinds of treats: delicious
confections – even light ones,
various snacks and amazing
set menus for lunch, all made
in-house by owners Stefan and
Claudia. The weekend g’nussBrunch is famous across the city,
enjoyed by all-night partygoers
and sleepy young parents alike,
on lazy Sunday mornings. They
all need something to fortify
them! A couple of doors further
up, towards the granary, you will
find Kafi Franz – a lovely, very
urban place with good food and
wine (and a nice courtyard).
Weekend breakfast is a big event
here, too. Limon, St.Gallen’s
original kebab house, is a firm
favourite of everyone in the city.
It’s well worth taking the time to
chat to Chef Mammut. At the
Kaffeehaus on Linsebühlstrasse,
they roast their own coffee. The

many cultural events that take
place there make this coffee
house one of the hottest places in
this trendy neighbourhood. Don’t
be shocked if Gallus, your host,
spontaneously asks you to dance.
That’s normal. For anyone who
loves panettone, a visit to La
Fabbrica del Panettone, run by
multi-award-winning cult baker
Pietro Cappelli, is an absolute
must. And since you’re already in
the area, why not take a little Neo
Renaissance-style break at the
Linsebühl church? It’s hard not to
be impressed by the richly decorated interior and the lighting in
the evening.

17
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LINSEBÜHL

Two worlds,
side by side
Much has changed in the Linsebühl quarter
in recent years, but it still doesn’t have the
“clean” image of the tidy old town next to it.
The Tiffany Night Club is one of the few remnants of the quarter’s less than respectable
past. The club has a sex shop and a gay porn
cinema. It’s truly a place of contrasts: the
building right next door hosts a church!

The future of the
Linsebühl quarter
Microbrewers Marco Hermann and Gianluca
Bernet look out from their pub at the church,
the gay porn cinema and a row of restaurants
on Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse. They like the
view. “The neighbourhood's shady history
and the blend of businesses here is what
makes this place exciting. The Linsebühl
quarter is trendy. And we’re here to stay.”
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LINSEBÜHL
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New tour
A guided tour around the
old town on the theme of
“a place with a reputation”
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www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/
612-links
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spots
Great
1 HERMANN Bier – brewery and pub
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 18
 www.hermannbier.ch
2 Bierhof
Rorschacherstrasse 34
 www.bierhof.sg
3 Ristorante Toscana
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 41
 www.ristorantetoscana.ch
4 Domino8 – Second Hand Fashion
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 53
 www.domino8.ch
5 Bar La Buena Onda
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 51
 www.facebook.com/
DieGuteWelle
6 Irish Pub Da Slàinte Inn
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 49
 www.facebook.com/
Da-Slàinte-Inn-Irish-Pub147029772172997

7 Caﬀe Van Gogh
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 45
 www.facebook.com/
pages/Cafe-Van-Gogh/
123575747716566
8 Piadineria Rimini
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 9
 www.rimini.ch
9 g’nuss – café and patisserie
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 4
 www.gnuss.info
10 Nannas bunte Küche
Burggraben 27
 www.nanna.ch
11 Greco Greek Fine Food
Burggraben 22
 www.grecofinefood.ch

12 Kafi Franz
Linsebühlstrasse 35
 www.kafifranz.ch
13 Limon – Mediterranean cuisine
Linsebühlstrasse 32
 www.limon.ch
14 Kaﬀeehaus
Linsebühlstrasse 77
 www.kaﬀeehaus.sg
15 Fabbrica del Panettone
Linsebühlstrasse 108
 www.facebook.com/
lapanetteriacappelli
16 Linsebühl Church
Flurhofstrasse 1
 www.ref-sgc.ch
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THE JOY OF WATER

Splish, splash, to the
water we dash!
Lake Constance is our lake. It’s Switzerland’s second largest, connecting us
with Germany and Austria. For those who love the water, it’s paradise.
For those who love to play, it’s a playground. For those who want to relax,
it’s pure pleasure. It’s exactly what you need.
TE X T: 612 E D ITO R IAL STAFF

There are 21 lakeside resorts dotted along the banks of Lake Constance in Switzerland. We're focusing
on the Obersee (Upper Lake Constance) and have picked out nine great resorts for you. Dive in.
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1

Marina Rheinhof
Bathing Resort
A secluded bathing resort at
the first marina on the Swiss
shores of Lake Constance.
It’s a hidden gem that even most
locals don’t know about.

How to get there: no direct route
via public transport. The operators of
the marina and the bathing beach
have specifically asked not to be
mentioned in 612 because they are
a private association that does not
want any publicity.
 www.marinarheinhof.ch

2

Bathing beach
The well-situated bathing beach
has basic amenities (changing
cabins, toilet, BBQ area) and
a lovely bathing jetty. Large trees
provide shade. The most
beautiful sunset view on Lake
Constance.
How to get there: Take the train to
Staad, followed by the bus to the
“Altenrhein Dorf” stop and then walk
for about 500 m.
20
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Hörnlibuck Bathing Resort
A beautiful bathing resort with new toilet and changing facilities.
It has a large shingle beach. The wonderful bathing jetty gives
the place an Ibiza buzz when the sun goes down. There is also
a great BBQ diner nearby, as well as a few restaurants.
How to get there: it’s just a few minutes’ walk from Staad train station.
Alternatively, the “Hörnlibuck” bus stop is right in front of the resort.
There is also a bus from Rorschach Station.

Hop on, hop oﬀ
Take advantage of the Thurbo regional
train service and discover three bathing
spots – and much more – in one day.
Hop on the Lake Line (Seelinie) of the
Thurbo regional train service, then hop
oﬀ wherever you want! You can swim,
have a drink, or go for a walk. On your
journey, enjoy nature reserves, rolling
hills and picturesque villages. Trains leave
from all stops every half hour – in both
directions. Top tip: make sure you reserve
a seat on the lake side of the train, so
that you can enjoy an unobstructed view
of the water through the window. But
where should you get oﬀ first? Just go
where your heart takes you.
 www.thurbo.ch/seelinie
 www.thurbo.ch/freizeit

THE JOY OF WATER

HACH
RORSC

4

Bathing beach
A classic bathing facility with access to the lake,
two swimming pools, a large slide and a paddling
pool for the kids. This beach has a more sober
atmosphere. There is a simple restaurant and, next
to it, a hostel that provides good value accommodation right next to the lake.
How to get there: it’s just a few short steps away
from Rorschach Station (which is a 14-minute journey
from St.Gallen)
 www.strandbad-rorschach.ch
 www.herberge-rorschach.ch

5

Badhütte (The Bathhouse)
The jewel of Lake Constance. This almost 100-yearold wooden bathhouse extends right into the lake.
It is the only remaining building of its kind on the
Swiss banks of Lake Constance. Not only is it lovely
to look at, it’s also practical. You can get right into
the water without having to hobble over stones and
gravel in bare feet. Excellent seasonal cuisine and
a great cultural programme are also on offer.
 www.badhuette.ch

HOR N

6

Seebad (lakeside beach facility)
A lakeside beach facility in beautiful surroundings
with basic amenities, a kiosk, a children’s paddling
pool and a diving tower. We recommend
the Thai restaurant Chao Phraya, which
is just next to the facility and has
a lakeside terrace.
How to get there: take a BSB
lake boat to Horn. Or take
a train or bus to Horn.
The swimming area
is just a few minutes’
walk away from
there.

All the bathing
spots along the banks
of Lake Constance:
 www.badi-info.ch/schwimmbad.html#sg
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7

Freibad Speck
(Speck open-air pool)
A beautiful bathing facility with a large
lawn for sunbathing, paddling pools for
children, a volleyball court and a kiosk
restaurant serving good, honest food.
How to get there: take the train to Staad
Station – the swimming area is about
300 metres from there. The “Staad Speck”
bus stop is right next to the bathing beach.
 www.altenrhein.ch

ACH
GOLD

8

Badi Goldach Swimming Resort
Badi Goldach is one of the most popular
swimming resorts in Upper Lake
Constance. In the peak season, it can feel
more like the Mediterranean than
Switzerland – in other words it feels
fantastic. Goldach also has much to offer:
direct access to the lake, a diving tower,
a children’s pool, beach volleyball,
yoga, a restaurant, a lounge and events.
And just a 5-minute walk away, you can
dine at the excellent Villa am See
restaurant. Plus, if you want to swim
again after your meal, the bathing area
directly in front of the Villa has its own
special charm.
 www.badi-goldach.ch
 www.villa-am-see.ch

9

ACH
STEIN

Seebad (lakeside beach facility)
This gorgeous lakeside beach facility has a
historic bathhouse and a new bistro. It has
a languorous, tranquil atmosphere. Nearby,
you will find a restaurant (www.oscis.ch)
that is famous for its Fisch-Chnusperli
(fried fish).
How to get there: take the train or bus to
Steinach. The swimming area is just a few
minutes’ walk away from there.
 www.seebadsteinach.ch
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THE JOY OF WATER

… or at Rorschach Station.

Get on your board in Altenrhein …

Surf's SUP!
If you’ve ever stood on a paddleboard in the water, you know
the meditative eﬀect it has. It leaves you wanting more.
The southern shore of Lake Constance is ideal for keen stand-up
paddleboarders and for those who want to give it a go.
IMAGE S: TH O MA S STAUB

What else?
Take a bike
Take an e-bike for a lap around the
lake. The Lake Constance cycle path is
around 260 km of pure cycling pleasure.
Of course, there’s no question as to
which side of the lake is loveliest – it's
our side! ;-)

Check out the ponds
The Drei Weieren (Three Ponds) oﬀer
a special bathing experience in
St.Gallen. These artificial ponds
(there are actually five) are among
the most beautiful places to swim in
Switzerland.

 www.bodensee-radweg.com

 www.schweizersee.ch

Take a pedalo
On your marks – get set – go! Muscle
power for the win! One possible
starting point is at Rorschach, next
to the Kornhaus (granary). If you do
choose to start there, you should
definitely take a look at the museum,
which is also called “Kornhaus”. And as
a treat for before or after, have a coffee at La Vela, right across the street.

Try the spa
If the weather’s bad – or if you just
feel like it – the Bad Horn spa (in
Horn, right by the lake) and the
Oberwaid spa (in Mörschwil) are
well worth a visit.

 www.museum-kornhaus.ch
 www.lavela.ch
Take a boat
Discover the lake, this place where
three countries meet, on an SBB boat
trip. Did you know that Lake Constance
has ten islands that are larger than
2,000 m2? The second largest island is
Lindau, which has an enchanting oldtown area.
 www.sbsag.ch
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 www.badhorn.ch
 www.oberwaid.ch
Slide into happiness
Säntispark in St.Gallen-Abtwil, with
its eight water slides, oﬀers more
than 100 m2 of wonderful water
adventures, as well as a private spa.
But if you prefer to stay out of the
water, you can also go bowling, or
play billiards, table tennis or squash.
You can even treat yourself to a
medical massage – often without
having to book in advance.
 www.saentispark-freizeit.ch

More information about the
SUP activities on oﬀer, including
where to hire equipment, is
available here:

www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/
612-links

3

A VISITOR MAGNET
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“Enthusiasm for
everything with
wings or wheels”
The Altenrhein Aircraft and Motorcar Museum (Flieger- und Fahrzeugmuseum
Altenrhein – FFA), which is located at Lake Constance, has become quite the
visitor magnet in recent years. It aims to attract about 50,000 visitors per year.
Bernhard Vonier, Managing Director of the museum, tells us about his fascination
for historic planes and extraordinary cars.
INTERVIE W BY JÜRG AEG E RTE R

“Here in this hall full of historic aircraft and classic
cars, I feel I am in my element. And it’s no wonder,
since I grew up among classic Rolls-Royces. My
parents established a repair workshop for antique
Rolls-Royces in Vorarlberg and built up a collection
of cars from the 1920s and 1930s. Later, that collection developed into the Rolls-Royce museum. As for
me, I have been flying as a pilot for ten years and I
am just as passionate about aircraft as I am about
great cars. So the FFA is very much my cup of tea.
In Altenrhein, we bring the history of Swiss aviation
to life. For decades, aircraft and jets were maintained and even built in the old hangar. Many of
these aircraft can now be seen on display here, along
with many other unique planes. To this day, we are
still maintaining these
aircraft in Altenrhein.
Finaler Vorschlag – FFA Logo
Almost all of the aircraft are in perfect condition

and airworthy. The cars, too, are roadworthy. Naturally, we display the most beautiful Rolls-Royces and
also many classic sports cars. Our main aim here is
to create experiences and leave an impression on
visitors. Thanks to our new, multi-storey museum
building with events area, we are able to do this in
various ways. We showcase fascinating cars and
aircraft side by side and we tell exciting stories. The
Altenrhein Aircraft and Motorcar Museum isn’t
about making money. What drives us is enthusiasm
for everything with wings or wheels.”

The Altenrhein Aircraft and Motorcar Museum is one of
two WiFi hotspots at Lake Constance. You can borrow
a portable hotspot in Altenrhein and can hand it back in
at Romanshorn.
 www.ﬀa-museum.ch

Museum founder
Bernhard Vonier
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TAKE LIFE AT YOUR OWN PACE

Attention
walkers!

Three recommended
family walks from Samuel
Schneider, passionate
walker, family man and
expert on shoes and foot
comfort.

An expert in hospitality and a “foot whisperer”
reveal the best routes and footwear. Whether
you’re looking for walks for families or solo walkers,
couples or groups, all of these routes are suitable
for anyone with a sense of adventure.
WRIT TEN BY: CHRISTOPH FLEISCHMANN

1

Altenrhein–Rhyspitz*
1.5 hours, 5.3 km, 12 m climb

* This walk was taken from the book
“Kinderwagenwege” (“Walks with
pushchairs”). Author Sandro Reichmuth has compiled a collection of
28 obstacle-free routes between Säntis and Lake Constance in a 128-page
book divided into four chapters: water,
forest, mountain and meadow.
You can find
the book here:

www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/612-links
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Gossau–Wissbachschlucht–
Mogelsberg
14 km, 475 m climb

An invitation
to take time
es an
Includ t stay
for yourself overnigh

An exciting
half-day walk
near the border
An atmosphere of contrasts. From
Freibad Speck (Speck open-air pool),
take the narrow path between the
lake and the industrial area to Hafen
Jägerhaus (Jägerhaus Harbour), next
to Strandbad Altenrhein (Altenrhein
bathing beach). From there, continue
on through the stunning landscape of
this reed-filled nature reserve. The next
harbour is where the Rhine meets the
lake – Rheinspitz (also the BSB boat
station). Follow the Alter Rhein (Old
Rhine) along the border with Austria
to Altenrhein Airport. It’s small but
perfectly formed – well worth a look.
The same goes for the new Altenrhein
Aircraft and Motorcar Museum (see
page 23). It's then a leisurely walk back
from the airport to the starting point.

3

2

Berneck–Altstätten
4 hours, 13 km, 600 m climb

Variable and
multi-faceted
You can see an impressive array of
sights between Berneck and Altstätten on the Rheintaler Höhenweg
(Rhine Valley Alpine Trail). From
the pretty wine-growing village of
Berneck, the walk goes uphill past
the ruins of Rosenberg Castle. With
both the Rhine Valley and the Hoher
Kasten mountain in view, you walk
through an enchanting cultural
landscape of vineyards, old castles
and fruit trees. Sore eyes from all
the sights? Never! The historic old
town of Altstätten provides an atmospheric end to the tour. But if you still
haven’t had enough of truly unique
sights, take the historic narrow-gauge
railway from Altstätten-Stadt to Gais
in Appenzell.

Half-day 1
This walk starts oﬀ in Gossau. Leaving
the town in the direction of the Wissbachschlucht (Wissbach Gorge), pass
by lush orchard meadows down into the
Glatt-Tobel (Glatt Ravine). On the way,
check out the picturesque hamlet of
Schwänberg in the neighbouring canton.
It’s the oldest settlement in Appenzellerland (there is a museum in the old
town hall: www.schwaenberg.ch). The
Wissbachschlucht oﬀers many memorable sights and lots of family-friendly
relaxation: there is a small power station
with a reservoir, several barbecue sites,
a bathing area, trees felled by beavers
and the almost 240-year-old Schwänberg
Bridge. Idyllic! After that, it takes about
30 minutes to reach Degersheim. Spend
the night in a yurt (a tent). Process all
you’ve seen and then drift oﬀ into a deep
and restful sleep (www.villadonkey.ch).
Half-day 2
Once you’ve rested and fortified yourself, it’s onwards to Mogelsberg, where
the Neckartaler Höhenweg (Neckar
Valley Alpine Trail) begins. This takes
about two hours. The route through
this pretty place takes you to the legendary Baumwipfelpfad (treetop trail)
(www.baumwipfelpfad.ch). Here, there
are activity stations, a playground and
a 55-metre-high viewing platform, all
of which make this trail the icing on the
cake of the walk. From Mogelsberg station, it takes just under 20 minutes
to get back to St.Gallen.
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2
1

3

How should we
describe you?
“He scampers
through the
mountains.”

5

4

6

Raphael Bühler is the host at the
Wilde Möhre, the culinary hotspot that
is part of the Lattich project, which
is temporarily using the free space at
Güterbahnhof Station. His three
recommended walks are guaranteed to
put you in a good mood, any time.

 www.lattich.ch

4

St.Gallen Centre–
Drei Weieren–Kloster Notkersegg–
Chastenloch–Trogen
3 to 5 hours, depending on
whether you use the train

Start out directly
from the city
From the city centre, go up to the Drei
Weieren (Three Ponds) and then on
to Kloster Notkersegg (Notkersegg
Monastery). Go over the Wenigerweier
pond up to Vögelinsegg in Speicher.
Take the Hinter dem Ack road down
into the Goldachtobel (Goldach
Ravine). Pass through wild and
romantic surroundings along the river
before refuelling at the Chastenloch
restaurant. Now fortified, you’re ready
to tackle the steep walk up to Trogen.
From here, either continue on to picturesque Heiden or take the train back
to St.Gallen.

5

Schwende–Alp Sigel–
Meglisalp–Seealpsee–Wasserauen
4 to 7 hours, depending on
your preference

Alpstein Classic
A versatile tour that you can vary as
you like: go from Schwende via Zahme
Gocht up to Alp Sigel. Via the south
ridge of the alp, go to the Bogartenlücke, which has a view of what
National Geographic dubbed “the
most beautiful place in the world” – the
Aescher mountain inn. Go down the
Marwees mountain to Meglisalp. Then
continue down to Wasserauen, either
via the Seealpsee lake or along the
Schrennenweg path.

es an
Includ t stay
gh
overni

6

Gamplüt–Stoos–Tierwis–
Gamplüt
Approx. 7 hours

A minor route
with alpine
charm
The Alpstein from Toggenburg.
Start at Gamplüt and go down to
the Alpli for a view of the Schafberg
and Churfirsten mountains. Then
go almost 1,000 metres up, over the
Alp Trosen to the Stosssattel.
Continue to Bergasthaus Tierwis
(Tierwis Mountain Inn). The nearby
Säntis will tempt you to continue
your walk and then spend the night
on the summit. But instead, we
turn right and return to Gamplüt
via Langebüel.
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KEROSENE IN THE BLOOD

Ultimate
freedom
There is a smell of kerosene in the air, as there always is at Altenrhein airport
when there is a temperature inversion – a weather phenomenon typical of
Eastern Switzerland. We meet a woman who loves this smell – you could even
say she’s addicted to it. Because, for her, it's synonymous with the sensation
of ultimate freedom. Welcome on board.

St.Gallen-Alt

TE XT: STEFAN BERLI

Esther Vierra, co-pilot at People's Air
Group, is best defined by her thirst for adventure, which she gets to satisfy at the
throttle in the cockpit. Even as a little girl,
back in her flat homeland of the Netherlands, she had an adventurous spirit and
wanted to fly high. With Pippi Longstocking as her role model, she associated everything that was normal with boredom.
Her secret dream of being the first woman
on the moon was more real to her than
almost anything else. When she was 14, she
made a decision: to go for it. And so, in
2009, after 11 hours of flying, several surges
of adrenaline, many moments of intense
concentration and a feeling that she had
just lived “the most incredible moment of
her life”, this 1.80 m tall woman landed
back on terra firma after her first solo
flight. The celebrations were as exuberant
as Esther herself.
Flying as a badge of identity
From that point on, there was nothing
stopping her from seeing flying as her identity and mastering the magic of flying as
a process by wondering: how come this
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heavy box stays in the air? It has something
to do with the will to experience the ultimate freedom: when the throttle is pushed
forward and the nose of the machine lifts
above the artificial horizon. It’s a combination of sophisticated technology and sensual wonder. Esther’s flight path eventually
took her to Altenrhein Airport – with various stops in between. It’s probably safe to
say that this is her definitive destination.
How can we be so sure about that? Well,
she no longer feels any need to fly to the
moon because she loves being above the
clouds. The People’s Air Group has become
a family to Esther in the truest sense of the
word: after every flight, she is guided into
her stand at Altenrhein by the marshaller,
who also guided her into his heart, as he's
her partner, too. Speaking of family: you
will often find Esther in the Jägerhaus
restaurant. Her future in-laws are the hosts
here. When they are low on staff, she helps
out, bringing the best Egli-Chnusperli
in the whole Lake Constance to a VIP table.
This writer has had the great fortune of
experiencing that.

Ibiza

Major

KEROSENE IN THE BLOOD
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Vienna
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The Jägerhaus in Altenrhein
– do other restaurants even exist?
 www.jaegerhaus-altenrhein.ch

The Alpstein – immerse yourself
in another world, most of which is
above the clouds.
Lake Constance – there is
nowhere more beautiful to relax.
It’s the best place to get that
lakeside feeling.

Oﬀ into the world
You can find out everything you want to know about
Altenrhein Airport and People’s Air Group here:

 www.peoples.ch
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Adver tisement

Animal
adventures
for the whole
family in
Gossau SG.
walterzoo.ch

discover
lake constance
A journey in paradise
Enjoy trips to unforgettable places
with your family, friends and partners.
Have a great view over the lake and
the coast on bord of the completely
renovated MS St. Gallen.

ship
a h oy!

bodenseeschiffe.ch ∤ + 41 71 466 78 88 ∤ info@sbsag.ch

4

WINTER SAUNA
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90 °C

© Maurus Hofer, Alltag Agentur, St.Gallen

What’s more your cup of tea? Sports?
Excursions? Relaxing at a spa? Whatever
your preference, we have something for
you. Enjoy a seasonal sauna at one of the
most popular and beautiful places in
St.Gallen: the Drei Weieren (Three Ponds).

The Familien- und Frauenbad Dreilinden (Dreilinden
family and women’s baths) high above St.Gallen are
considered one of the most beautiful natural bathing
spots in Switzerland. In the past, these natural baths
frequently topped the rankings and have been a visitor
magnet in summer. In January 2021, the Weiere Sauna
opened. The sauna and its exquisite surroundings
provide the perfect place to relax and recharge. Winter
and the Weieren have never been warmer.
 www.weieresauna.ch
For inspiring leisure ideas suitable for
young and old, and a map of available
leisure activities, go to:
 www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/612-links

More than just practical
Are you acquainted with Oskar?
You should be. Oskar is short
for “Ostschweizer Gästekarte”
(Eastern Switzerland guest card).
It comes with so many benefits
that we locals would love to be
able to use it, too!
Discover the world of Oskar:
 www.oskarferien.ch
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B Y C A B L E WAY T O T H E

S W I S S N AT I O N A L

TICKETS
join in at

wir4seilbahnen.ch
#wir4seilbahnen

Intro
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“A walk along the
banks of the Rhine
in Rüthi in St.Gallen,
where I’m from,
is a balm for body
and soul
– even without a spa area,

outdoor pool, fitness suite and steam shower. I enjoy
the ever-changing flow of the water – sometimes
sluggish and sometimes fierce – and think about the
long path it will take to reach the sea. The impressive
view of the “Chaschte” (the local name for the
Hoher Kasten mountain) and the peaks of Vorarlberg
is one of the highlights of my mini-break by the Rhine,
and it doesn’t cost a thing. Around every two years,
when the river is in flood with peak water levels, you
can watch the Rheinholzer (river wood-gatherers)
in action. The down-to-earth Rhine Valley dialect is like
music that makes spectating even more enjoyable.”
Bishop Markus Büchel

 Inspirational spot: St.Gallen Cathedral
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What is the
theatre all about?
Jonas Knecht is a cross-border worker, working between Switzerland, Austria
and Germany. It’s just as well, because as a theatre director, you have to
think across boundaries. He studied electrical engineering and likes to experiment
– for example, with the perception of spaces and stages, with language, and
with light and music. He was born and raised in St.Gallen, and has been
back in the city for a few years now. These days, he leads the drama department
of Theater St.Gallen. He enjoys the freedom that comes from keeping things
manageable. We met him for a chat about theatre.
TEXT: CHRISTOPH FLEISCHMANN, PHOTO GR APHY: PATRICK BAERISW YL

Jonas Knecht studied directing and puppetry
in Berlin and lived there for 20 years. He has
directed in many places across Switzerland,
Germany and Austria. What he loves about
St.Gallen is how relaxed it is: “Unlike in
the large theatres in bigger cities, we aren’t
under constant pressure to churn out the
next big sensation. We can create in peace.”
This means he is able to concentrate on his
artistic direction, focusing on new drama,
author-directed theatre with a Swiss
connection, and cooperation, for example.

less than they are. We need more confidence,
please! More joy and more pride!” His current
favourite place in the city is the epitome of
the attributes he values: it's the Lokremise,
one of the theatre’s venues, which also has a
restaurant, museum and cinema. It would be
hard to fit much more into a single location.
“It’s a space that is both flexible and mobile,
in accordance with its nature, offering many
possibilities. It’s close to the railway station,
which symbolises movement, arrival, departure. It has an urban, boundless flair. And
great views. And last but not least, our theatre container is located here.”

More confidence, please!
As a St.Gallen man born and bred, he’s aware
of all the positive aspects of the place, but
For him, the container is simply the big stage
occasionally feels like he has a love-hate rela- in miniature: “A space, a few actors, a little
light. That’s all you need to frame classical
tionship with it. He explains: “St.Gallen
theatre, allowing it to create a world of its
is such a wonderful city. You can reach alown together with the audience. To create a
most everything, from mountains to the
lake, in just a few minutes. We have an excit- shared destiny for the present moment.” He
ing cultural scene, excellent cuisine – we are would very much like to use the container
in the city itself – at the
the centre of a truly dyUniversity of St.Gallen,
namic region. But despite
“Theatre is
up on Rosenberg Hill.
all that, the people someconstantly reinventing This border-crossing
times have this old-fashdynamo is sure to make
ioned, self-effacing way of
itself. Especially in
it happen.
making themselves seem
times like these.”
Jonas Knecht
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Jonas Knecht: a
theatre director with
a passion for creating
plays that are not
confined by borders.

Favourite spots
Perronnord / Lagerhaus
To me, these are two spots that could easily be
in the middle of a large city. The Lagerhaus would
be the spacious place where the crowds come
together, and the Perronnord would be the
neighbourhood pub, where even strangers get
to know each other the first time they meet.
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© Theatre St.Gallen

Konzert und Theater St.Gallen (Switzerland’s
oldest professional theatre) is a multi-division
theatre company that plays in three locations
in the city: UM!BAU (a spectacular wooden
building, which will be the main venue during the
renovation of the main building in the Stadtpark,
due to finish in late 2022), the Tonhalle and,
further west, the Lokremise, next to the station.

 www.theathersg.ch

 www.restaurantlagerhaus.ch
 www.perronnord.ch
Restaurant Dreilinden
A place to relax. Take the Mühleggbahn
funicular up, then go along the Drei Weieren
(Three Ponds) to the Restaurant Dreilinden.
Here, you can take a moment for yourself in
a sophisticated but unpretentious atmosphere
in a building from the 1920s.

 www.restaurant-dreilinden.ch
Militärkantine (hotel and restaurant)
This is a handy place to stop oﬀ on the way
to our rehearsal stage. Or on the way back.
Or just as a place to spend the evening.
Militärkantine is great any time of the day or
night. And if you find yourself out very late,
then you can just get a room.

 www.militaerkantine.ch
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Discoveries
for the senses
in the Abbey
Library

34

© Abbey Library of St.Gallen
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UNESCO WORLD CULTUR AL HERITAGE

The Abbey Library of St.Gallen is home
to thousands of manuscripts from
the Middle Ages. They include references
to the indulgent excesses of the churchmen of that time.
TEXT: URS-PETER ZWINGLI

The Greek sign above the door that leads into the
baroque hall of the St.Gallen Abbey Library reads
“Apothecary of the soul”. It’s as if the artisans wanted
to highlight the effect that the hall, which was built
in the 18th century, has on visitors. “The baroque
style is geared towards sensuality: everything is colourful, theatrical, sometimes almost kitsch,” says
Abbey librarian Cornel Dora. He adds that St.Gallen
Abbey Library is a “homely place where you immediately feel at ease”. Josef Grünenfelder shares Dora’s
feelings about the Library. He wrote the seminal historical and cultural work on the Abbey District of
St.Gallen. It says that the “warm, walnut tone” of the
bookshelves, combined with the brown leather of
the spines of the books, creates a “solemn, subdued
mood” in the hall.
A feast among the St.Gallen monks
Despite the atmosphere created by the surroundings, the more than 2,000 historical writings in
the Abbey Library include references to sensual
pleasures that were not particularly solemn at all.
For example, the Rheinau monk Blasius Hauntinger,
who studied at the monastery of St.Gallen from
1784 to 1786, wrote the following in his diary regarding the New Year celebration of 1785: Along with
the meal (there was ox-foot salad, sausages and
roast meat), plenty of wine was served, which had
a “miraculous effect” on the monks: “We were
very cheerful, we were riding on the benches and
squealing like pigs.”
The Abbey Library of St.Gallen is
one of the most important historic
libraries in the world. The entire
Abbey District was designated a
UNESCO World Cultural Heritage
site in 1983.
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This historical document was discovered by the
historian Karl Schmuki, who worked at the Abbey
Library for more than 30 years, up until the end of
2017. “In the 15th and 16th centuries, the attitude
towards religious dietary rules and physical pleasure
was quite relaxed, even in the monastic environment,” says Schmuki. For example, Ulrich Rösch,
who was the Abbot of St.Gallen from 1463, often
spent the summer months in Wil. The Catholic
dignitary had a mistress and two children there.
This was tolerated in church circles at the time.
“But discipline was tightened starting from the 17th
century,” says Schmuki, who is currently undertaking research at the Abbey Library into eating habits
during the baroque period, among other things.

© Abbey Library of St.Gallen

Not to be missed
The origins of the Abbey Library go back to
the Irish monk Gallus, who stumbled on a thorn
bush near the Mülenen Gorge around 612,
took this as a sign from God, built a hermitage
there and laid the foundation for the city of
St.Gallen. You can hear all about this and much
more besides on the St.Gallen Old Town Tour,
which includes the Abbey Library.

www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/
612-links
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Culture by
Lake Constance,
in two versions
Sisters Maja Tobler and Melanie Tobler Dudler have got oﬀ to a flying
start with their bread mixes. At the same time, Kim Boppart and
Michèle Müller (sisters in spirit though not related by blood) are
bringing a breath of fresh air to Lake Constance with their artistic
and culinary creations, leaving everyone wanting more.
TE XT: JÜRG AEGERTER

Maja Tobler and her older sister
Melanie, from the Lake Constance
village of Staad, became new entrepreneurs in their 50s by setting up
a business selling bread mixes. At
just thirty years old, Kim Boppart
and Michèle Müller, from Rorschach
on Lake Constance, are venturing
into entrepreneurship. What these
four women have in common is that
they all approach their projects
with enthusiasm and are all courageous, proactive and successful.
Last year, the Tobler sisters sold
and distributed more bread mixes
than ever before in the six-year
history of their company. The Boppart-Müller duo set up their ZeltWerk tent on the harbour square in
Rorschach, providing a popular
place to enjoy a great atmosphere
throughout the summer of 2020.
The concept: a fantastic open tent
by the lake with daily concerts
and events all summer, funded by
donations from the guests. The
two young women ran a bar selling
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drinks as a source of income.
Various food-truck operators were
able to sell their food at the tent.
When it comes to combining culture and cuisine, these two young
entrepreneurs are unbeatable. And
what is Maja and Melanie Tobler’s
main strength? The two sisters are
just bursting with ideas. Their newest creation is a bread mix with
spelt and hemp.

PORTR AIT
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Unbeatable when it
comes to bringing
culture and cuisine
together: Kim Boppart
(left) and Michèle
Müller (right).

Recommended by the fab four
RORSCHACHERBERG
Boccia-Plausch
Try your hand at bowls at the Bocciaclub Feldmühle-Primavera and while
you’re at it, enjoy a pizza and a drink
 www.bcfeldprima.ch
RORSCHACH
Treppenhaus
Café and bar oﬀering culture and
concerts in a trendy location with
urban flair
 www.treppenhaus.ch

A successful
(bread) mix:
Melanie Tobler
Dudler (left)
and Maja Tobler
(right).

Kebab shops
Rorschach is kebab-city and a kebab
at the harbour is a local institution –
plus it comes with a view of the lake
 www.facebook.com/HAFENKEBAB-1637739599848297
ALTENRHEIN
Hundertwasser Building
A very special market hall built in
the Hundertwasser style
 www.markthalle-altenrhein.ch

STAAD
Hinterhof-Metzgerei (butcher)
It’s well hidden and a real gem:
they breed their own cattle and
do nose-to-tail butchery, plus it’s
an events venue
 www.hinterhofmetzgerei.ch
EGGERSRIET
Get that festival feeling
Eggersriet is home to a mini festival
involving 300 volunteers. It showcases
local products. The location is fantastic – up on the Eggersrieter Höhe hill,
high above the lake
 www.surlelacfest.ch
HORN
Strand-Garten
Have an after-work beer as the
sun goes down in this cheerful
and tastefully decorated summer
bar directly on the lake
 www.strandgarten.ch
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A trio of treats
While lots of people know about Saint
Gallus, few have heard of Saint Wiborada.
But that's set to change in 2021. Read on
to hear about the hermit, a 100-year
anniversary and a museum dedicated to
emptiness.

The great Wiborada
You can’t talk about the history of the abbey without mentioning Wiborada. At least that’s how it
should be. But the reality is that this extraordinary,
spiritual woman, who was responsible for saving
the library treasures and the first woman ever to be
canonised, has received very little attention until
now. However, 2021 is set to see her step into the
spotlight. Wiborada will be celebrated through various events centred around her.
Wiborada was a hermit, consecrated virgin, benefactress, martyr and patron saint of libraries and
books. Around the year 916, she was enclosed in a
cell as an anchoress near the church of St. Mangen
(St. Magnus) in the city area of the same name for
about ten years. She died during the invasion of the
City of St.Gallen by the Hungarians. Her story and
her works are unique and therefore merit unique
commemoration. That is why one of the events
planned for Wiborada 2021 will involve ten people
locking themselves away in cell near St. Mangen
Church for one week in May and one in June.
More about Wiborada 2021
 www.heilige-wiborada.ch
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At the end of March 2021, the Historisches und
Völkerkundemuseum (Historical Museum and the
Museum of Ethnology) of St.Gallen turns 100 years
old. Since 1921, this building has been an important
place of remembrance, mediation and gathering, as
well as the home of many treasures and a platform
for cultural and art history, ethnology and contemporary history. Two exhibits have been planned to
mark the centenary: “Klimt und Freunde” (“Klimt
and Friends”) (starts 27 March) and “Entdeckungen
– Highlights der Sammlung” (“Discoveries – Highlights of the Collection”) (starts 29 May). The centenary celebration takes place over the weekend of 28
to 30 May 2021. Go. Be amazed. Be humbled.
 www.hvmsg.ch
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A desire for emptiness
Since 2016, the city has had a
“Museum of Emptiness” – an
architectonic sculpture and
platform you can walk through.
The artist Gilgi Guggenheim is
the creative mind behind it.
Her projects focus on specific
themes in a wide variety of
cultural spheres and invite you
to rest from the overwhelming
abundance on offer and engage
with emptiness instead. Visitors
can experience just how rich
emptiness can be at the beautiful
premises at Haldenstrasse 5,
or online.
 www.museummoe.com

Need a museum guide?
St.Gallen is a place of art. Its many art institutions and art installations in public and semi-public spaces reflect this.
Whether you are interested in technology, art, fashion, history or family – click your way through the cultural metropolis
on Lake Constance.
 www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/612-links
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Enter into a fantastic world of discovery with insight into live
production from Munz and Minor. Product sampling encouraged!

Maestrani’s Chocolarium · At the Maestrani Chocolate Factory
Toggenburgerstrasse 41 · 9230 Flawil · Telephone: +41 71 228 38 88 · Email: info@chocolarium.ch

WELCOME

Here is where the world-famous
Appenzeller® cheese is made.
observe
experience
enjoy

Appenzeller Schaukäserei
Dorf 711 · CH-9063 Stein · www.schaukaeserei.ch
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“Cheeky, striking,
unique, charming,
diverse. It can be
anything. That's
Sankt Gallen.
That’s my city: it’s
Sankt Thankfulness,
Sankt Cordiality,
Sankt Pleasure.
And on occasion,
Sankt Bratwurst.”
René Rechsteiner, President of Gastro Stadt St.Gallen

 Inspirational spot: Spisergasse
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“It’s always a good
time for a bratwurst”
The St.Gallen bratwurst is the most famous thing to come out of Eastern Switzerland.
It is a cultural treasure and by far the best sausage in the world. That’s not just our opinion,
it’s what Josef Niedermann thinks as well. A Diplom-Fleischsommelier (Qualified Meat
Sommelier), Niedermann is one of the foremost experts on our St.Gallen bratwurst. The
fact that he is from southern Germany only strengthens his authority on the subject.
TE XT: SIBYLLE JUNG, IMAGE: PATRICK BAERISW YL

We admit it: we are huge fans of the
St.Gallen bratwurst. But when we
listen to Josef Niedermann talking
about it, we wonder if, perhaps, we
haven’t been appreciating it enough.
To be perfect, it has to be snowwhite. It must be smooth on the surface, with an aromatic scent. It
should also have a spicy taste and a
pleasant, plum-like bite. The overall
impression it leaves should be one
of harmony. This master butcher
talks about bratwurst as a “superproduct”, “a treat of a snack” and in
terms of “cosy gatherings with bratwurst”. He declares: “It’s always a
good time for a bratwurst.” Originally from southern Germany, Niedermann is a butcher through and
through. Even as a boy, he loved
helping out in a friend’s butcher’s
shop. Now 62, he says he “inherited”
the predilection, mentioning his
grandfather, who had a restaurant.
Today, his main job is working as a
spice dealer for a Swiss company.
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His side job is working as an ambassador for meat. Niederuzwil is
where he calls home, having lived
there for 25 years now. And he certainly feels at home – especially any
time he’s in a butcher's.
Perfect as it is
In 2017, he was one of 16 and the
first in Switzerland to complete
training as a Diplom-Fleischsommelier (Qualified Meat Sommelier).
“It was exciting to learn about how
a piece of meat is described differently in different countries. An
‘Entrecôte’ is a ‘Lende’ is a ‘Filet’.”
Of course, we absolutely had to ask
about mustard. Not least because
Niedermann is known to be a
passionate mustard connoisseur.
So why is St.Gallen bratwurst not
eaten with mustard? “It doesn’t
need it. It tastes great, it’s fresh and
pleasant to eat. In short, it’s perfect
as it is.” We’ll leave it at that.

PORTR AIT
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© www.sg-bratwurst.ch/freunde

Diplom-Fleischsommelier
(Qualified Meat Sommelier) Josef Niedermann
makes meat products
a real experience with
activities such as
bratwurst tastings,
barbecue cooking
courses and teambuilding events.

It’s all about the sausage

5 facts
1438 This was the year that the
bratwurst was first mentioned in
writing – in the statutes of the
St.Gallen Butchers’ Guild.
Pssst! The recipe also comes
from that time. It’s top secret
and has hardly changed at all
since then.
110 grams This is how much
a traditional, IGP-certified bratwurst weighs. As for the IGP
Olma bratwurst: 160 grams.
No mustard Adding it is just
not done. Unless... unless the
mustard is used to complement
a bratwurst carpaccio, like a
dressing.
Nine recipes that go beyond
the usual barbecue and
cast bratwurst in a new light
can be found here:
www.sg-bratwurst.ch/rezepte.

You have to try it at least
Join a bratwurst tasting seminar to discover the
magic of the famous St.Gallen bratwurst. Can be
booked for individuals and groups.

www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/612-links
What else?
Go with Josef Niedermann on a journey of meat discovery.
 www.leckersfleisch.ch
Become a “Friend of St.Gallen Bratwurst”:
www.sg-bratwurst.ch/freunde



Find out what else is going on in St.Gallen (apart from bratwurst):
 www.ohne-senf.ch
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Dein
schüga.
Wir nehmen uns Zeit für unser Bier.

BRAUER_Anzeige_A6_quer.indd 1

Richard Reinart
Chef-Braumeister

29.06.20 14:13
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THE CIT Y OBSERVER

What I’ve
rediscovered

Gallus Hufenus, 41, coﬀee enthusiast and
coﬀee-house owner, tango lover, globetrotter,
social democrat. In the “City observer”
column, he sheds light on St.Gallen from
his perspective. Lovingly critical, dedicated,
thought-provoking, challenging, identityshaping. If you want to experience the tireless
barista in action, stop by his coﬀee house in
the Spiservorstadt: www.kaﬀeehaus.sg. By the
way, you can also get the best coﬀee in town
there. Pure pleasure. Lots of diﬀerent varieties.
Worth at least a walk.

“Health is a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the absence of
disease or infirmity.” This principle set out in the
preamble to the World Health Organisation's constitution is something that we need to debate and
philosophise about in times like these. This idea has
inspired me to reflect on what does me good and,
as a result, a new discovery has come into focus for
me in recent months: mindfulness. Suddenly, this
word has become comprehensible. It’s crazy that the
first thing you think about when you meet someone
at the moment is whether you should hug them or
not. Making the conscious and consensual decision
to dance a tango with each other right now in this
context really lets the breath flow and makes body
and music merge into one. This special dance is
more intense than any other before it. Walking
across the Drei Weieren (Three Ponds) and seeing the
horizon that opens out onto Lake Constance – our
lake – helps you accept that there are some things
that cannot be changed. The chiming of the cathedral bells gives you a feeling of security. And suddenly, you see the squares filled with street cafés. There
is space for awareness – a stage on which everything
that I can change comes together and mixes. I have
rediscovered the now: the laughter from the neighbourhood Latino club and the smell of freshly baked
panettone from the bakery on the street. I gaze at
the display window of the artist opposite. I listen as
the sounds of the violin, guitar and bandoneon from
the trio called “Café Deseado” – “The Longed-for
Café” – meander across the intersection and through
the neighbourhood. I have an awareness that espresso, with its explosive taste, is about writing stories
together, but only when it is drunk from a thickwalled cup in a public space. If we attempt to tackle
these trying times solely with measures aimed at
suppressing symptoms, so that growth does not slow
down, and if we continue to measure success in
figures and life in days, restrictions and rules will be
around for a long time. But if we start being receptive
to what new roads this “unprecedented situation”
wants to open up to us, more simplicity will allow
us to experience more quality, lasting freedom and
abundant pleasure. Especially here in St.Gallen.
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A team that never
runs out of juice
The Kobelt Cidery (Mosterei Kobelt) in Marbach in the Rhine Valley at St.Gallen
is considered the smallest cidery in Switzerland, and it has been around for more
than 100 years. Now, the fifth generation is taking the reins. Brother and sister
Geoﬀrey and Jennifer Kobelt are two very diﬀerent people who complement each
other perfectly. 612 visited the family-run business Kobelt in Marbach.
TE XT: JÜRG AEGERTER, IMAGE: DANIEL AMMANN

Geoffrey Kobelt started making cider
from apples and pears when he was a
child. Today, it’s how he makes his
living. He is 30 years old, almost two
metres tall and still a passionate cider-

“You tend to be more direct
with your siblings and you
are less motivated to make
peace quickly when there
is conflict.” Geoffrey Kobelt
maker. It was always clear to him that
he wanted to go into the family business. Outside the cidery, he did an
apprenticeship and then studied to
become a food technician, but after
that, he quickly returned to the family
business. Since then, he has been
working with his father Ruedi Kobelt
on cider-making, fermentation and
bottling. His sister, Jennifer Kobelt,
who is three years older, is different.
When she was younger, she wanted
get out of the Rhine Valley, so she studied business administration and,
after graduating, she worked for a few
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years at a large agency in the city of St.Gallen. For a
while, she seemed to be very far removed from the
cidery, but she hadn’t forgotten it. Four years ago,
she returned to the family business: part-time at
first and then full-time. “I can make more of a difference here,” she says. She takes care of administration, HR, figures and marketing. It’s easy to see her
hand at work in the business. She quickly added a
new product line to the cidery’s large range of juices,
ciders and schnapps. The new line certainly looks
the part. At Kobelt, launching new products is a
family affair. This can sometimes lead to disagreements between the technically-minded Geoffrey
and the more aesthetically-oriented Jennifer – one

“I can make more of a
difference here.” Jennifer Kobelt
of the disadvantages of a brother-sister team:
“You tend to be more direct with your siblings and
you are less motivated to make peace quickly when
there is conflict.” But apart from that, things are
quite harmonious, not least because there is a clear
division of duties. “Each of us looks after our own
area. We rarely get in each other’s way in day-today business.” According to the pair, running your
own cidery together as siblings comes with one
major advantage: “A foundation of absolute trust.”

PORTR AIT
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An atmosphere
of clarity:
brother-sister
team Geoﬀrey
and Jennifer
Kobelt
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Schollenmühle Altstätten
A former peat factory dating from 1918. Today, it is
an information centre providing insights into an
important part of the history of the Rhine Valley
and located right in the middle of the nature reserve
in the Altstätter Riet area. A must-see – make it a
part of your visit.
 www.pro-riet.ch
Bühne Marbach
A venue that is slightly hidden in the middle of the
village. It has a variety of cultural highlights on oﬀer,
including theatre, cabaret, comedy and concerts.
 www.buehnemarbach.ch
Rheintaler Höhenweg (Rhine Valley Alpine Trail)
Magnificent views of the Rhine Valley going past
fruit trees, vineyards, castles and palaces.
 www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/rheintaler-hoehenweg
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RHINE VALLEY EXCURSION

What a valley!
The Rhine Valley is a very special valley. It is home to businesses that
have taken on the whole world and a dialect that comes straight
from the belly. Now we discover what else this
beautiful stretch of Eastern Switzerland has to oﬀer
with the help of two excellent guides: a born-andDiscover traditions and
bred Rheintaler and a more recent arrival.

3

customs

Fasnacht Altstätten (Altstätten
Carnival) with the traditional
Röllelibutzen procession
 www.roellelibutzen.ch
Rhine Valley ribelmais
(traditional dry-milled corn)
 www.ribelmais.ch

INPUT: R AHEL SEIZ, MEL ANIE BRUNNER LUTZE

A place to cool down

1

The Alter Rhein, better known
as “Matz” in Diepoldsau
 www.diepoldsau.ch

2
Experience culture

© Gerry Pacher

Kinotheater Madlen
 www.kinomadlen.ch
Diogenes Theatre
 www.diogenes-theater.ch
Staablueme festival
(also in 2021)
 www.staablueme.ch
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Taste some wine

Off to Berneck! Start your journey by
walking through the vineyards at WeinBerneck, stop off at the Buschenschenke,
taste some wine at Stegeler Weingut and
finish up at Maienhalde.







www.wein-berneck.ch
www.buschenschenke-berneck.ch
www.stegeler.ch
www.maienhalde.ch
www.stgaller-wein.ch

4

Immerse yourself in nature

5

Schollenmühle Altstätten
 www.pro-riet.ch
Zwischennutzung Gärtnerei Altstätten
(Altstätten Garden Centre Temporary Installation)
 www.zwischennutzung-gaertnerei.ch

Sample a brew

RHINE VALLEY EXCURSION
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8
Enjoy a fantastic view
St. Anton
 www.st-antonoberegg.ch
 www.bruggtobel.ch
Hoher Kasten
(an official “citizen” of Altstätten)
 www.hoherkasten.ch
 www.montlinger-schwamm.ch
Kienberg
 www.restaurant-kienberg.ch

6

from micro-breweries
Berneck
 www.biaer.ch
Heerbrugg
 www.heerbruggerbier.ch

9

An aperitif with friends

7

A cosy terrace in Rebstein
 www.mehrlust-genuss-und-mehr.ch
Bar Breite Altstätten
 www.bar-breite.ch
Habsburg Widnau
 www.habsburg-bar.ch

Ride the waves

Mittelrheintal Pump Track
 www.pumptrack-mittelrheintal.ch
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Your leisure hotel in
eastern Switzerland

Hotel Säntispark | Abtwil St.Gallen
+41 71 313 11 11 | hotel@saentispark.ch
www.hotel-saentispark.ch

badhorn.ch
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A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD

From Vietnam
to Italy
sh
Spani
Chlösti
Pablo Manso has been running
the Chlösti for the past 25 years.
Originally from Asturias, he
makes Spanish food right here in
St.Gallen. Great flavours and a
warm welcome are guaranteed.
Bankgasse 16
+41 71 222 20 85
Hogar Español
Loud and lively – these would be
the best words to describe the
atmosphere at this Spanish clubhouse in St.Gallen. Tasty, authentic dishes at Spanish prices.
Klubhausstrasse 3
+41 71 222 03 55

Italian
Baratella
Turning out delicious and
attractive dishes for decades.
The home-made pasta is heavenly. Life in St.Gallen without
Baratella might be possible,
but it wouldn’t be as enjoyable.
Unterer Graben 20
+41 71 222 60 33
 www.restaurantbaratella.ch
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St.Gallen is renowned as a
culinary hotspot – and not
just among the locals. For
this issue of 612, we expand
our horizons and take you
on a culinary world tour.*

French

Facincani
Brothers Egiziano and GianAntonio Franzon have been running the Facincani restaurant,
nicknamed “Fatsch”, for three
decades now. It is a small but
mighty Italian restaurant, run
with a lot of heart and humour.
Gallusstrasse 39
+41 71 222 27 46
 www.facincani.ch
Acquarello
Fine Italian food with an urban
ambiance. Acquarello is located
in the St.Gallen administrative
district. It offers a large selection
of tasty set lunch menus.
Davidstrasse 38
+41 71 230 28 38
 www.acquarello-sg.ch
Toscana
This is the place to go for classic
Italian food with all the elements
you would expect: frutti di mare,
pasta, carne. It’s relaxed and
consistently good – what better
endorsement is there?
Lämmlisbrunnenstrasse 41
+41 71 222 37 53
 www.ristorantetoscana.ch

Brasserie LOK
At the beginning of the year, this
spacious cultural venue was
revamped as a French-style
brasserie. It has has everything
from simple bistro cuisine to
oysters and champagne.
Grünbergstrasse 7
+41 71 277 11 77
 www.brasserielok.ch

an
Austri
Restaurant am Gallusplatz
A piece of the Danube by the
Sitter river. Upmarket dining
culture in the historic vaults,
a warm welcome and, of course,
the best Wiener Schnitzel in
town.
Gallusstrasse 24
+41 71 230 00 90
 www.amgallusplatz-sg.ch

h
Turkis
Limon
St.Gallen isn’t on the Mediterranean, but at Limon, you might
be fooled into thinking it is.
Mahmut Özdemir's simple
Mediterranean dishes are
incredibly good. Enough said.
Takeaway also available.
Linsebühlstrasse 32
+41 71 223 17 17
 www.limon.ch
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ese
Leban
Greek
Kostas der Grieche
Stavros Ghiatras was born to be
a host. His family-run restaurant
has a homely feel. The recipes
were passed down to Stavros
from his mother and grandmother.
Magnihalden 23
+41 71 222 57 21
 www.kostas-der-grieche.ch
Greco
The décor here uses a Mediterranean colour palette. It makes
you feel like shouting: Greece,
here we come! Contemporary
Mediterranean food.
Burggraben 22
+41 71 525 55 51
 www.grecofinefood.ch

mese
Vietna
Lansin
Offers a huge selection of
delicacies from Vietnam and
South East Asia. The restaurant’s
decoration is simple. The focus
is firmly on the excellent food.
Webergasse 16
+41 71 223 20 00
 www.lansin.ch

n
Tibeta
Goldener Ochsen
The food here will warm the
cockles of your heart. Ngawang
and Namgay Tsompetsang run
this cosy St.Gallen restaurant
that serves extremely good food.
Unterstrasse 57
+41 71 222 75 01
 www.goldener-ochsen.ch

Indian
Samosa
Tandoori chicken, pakoras and,
of course, the samosas that give
the restaurant its name. Good,
fresh food in a relaxed atmosphere. Welcome to the “Little
India” of St.Gallen!
Engelgasse 20
+41 71 222 43 21
 www.samosa.ch
Radio Mumbai
Want to discover India right here
in St.Gallen? There is a way.
Radio Mumbai on the Marktplatz serves up modern Indian
cuisine and does it with style.
Marktplatz 5
+41 71 245 40 40
 www.radiomumbai.ch

Sahara
Did you know that from St.Gallen Stadtpark, the Middle East
is just a few steps away? The
Sahara restaurant offers delicious Middle Eastern cuisine at
very reasonable prices.
Rorschacher Strasse 53
+41 71 244 35 57
 www.sahara-restaurant.ch
Pärkli
You will find Pärkli nestled
between a train station and the
old town. It is one of the bestloved restaurants in St.Gallen.
It’s simple and friendly. And it
serves unbelievably good Lebanese food.
Oberer Graben 12
+41 71 222 58 33
 www.paerkli.ch

i
Israel
Splügen
St.Gallen locals will tell you that
Splügen is more of a trendy
bar than a restaurant. It is also
one of the best places in town,
serving fresh falafel, sabich and
hummus with a smile!
St. Georgenstrasse 4
+41 71 222 16 29
 www.restaurantspluegen.ch

ian
Peruv

Thai
Big Elephant
The Big Elephant is all about real
Thai food. It offers fresh, highquality dishes with authentic
Thai spiciness, if you want it.
Metzgergasse 20
+41 71 222 03 30
 www.big-elephant.ch
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Mila Sol
This is probably the smallest
restaurant in St.Gallen – it’s a
hidden gem. It serves simple
Peruvian dishes, cooked with
plenty of love and skill, within the
“d'Werkstatt” social hub.
Kirchgasse 16
+41 78 772 83 39
 https://milasol.business.site

A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD

lian
Austra
The Pinch
The Pinch brings a flavour of the
Australian/Californian coast to
St.Gallen. It is an urban locale
that serves fresh, international
cuisine. Hot tip if you’re a breakfast person: this place does great
brunches.
Davidstrasse 20
+ 41 71 232 46 87
 www.thepinch.ch

can

Ameri

Stickerei
The name may not sound
particularly American, but the
burgers are nevertheless worldclass. Highly recommended dish:
the Rösti-Burger. Hosts live music.
Oberer Graben 44
+41 71 222 62 32
 www.stickerei.sg

Hans im Glück
“Happy Hans” – the name seems
promising. And with such a
great selection of burgers, how
could Hans (or anyone else, for
that matter) not be happy? Try
the Birkenwald, the Geissbock
or the Heldentat.
Kugelgasse 3
+41 71 511 22 70
 www.hansimglueck-burgergrill.de

an
Mexic
Tres Amigos
¡Ay, caramba! Tres Amigos brings
you the Mexico you know from
the movies: fajitas, burritos,
enchiladas and margaritas –
and a sombrero to top it all off.
Hechtgasse 1
+41 71 222 25 06
 www.tresamigos.ch
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EssWerk
Burritos with the fresh ingredients of your choice and healthy
bowls – these dishes and values
are the core of EssWerk. It’s more
of a takeaway than a restaurant.
Very popular and very, very good.
Oberer Graben 3
+41 71 223 17 05
 www.ess-werk.ch

* This selection of restaurants is
intended to provide an insight
into the colourful gastronomic
scene of the city. It should by no
means be considered an exhaustive list. For a comprehensive
overview of all available restaurants, see Kompass, the travel
guide due to be launched in April
2021 by St.Gallen-Bodensee
Tourism, or go to:

www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/
restaurants
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CULINARY TR AIL

The first-floor beizlis:
the best view in town
These restaurants are at least as legendary as the brightly painted bay windows of
our city. The first-floor beizli are works of art – and the people of St.Gallen are proud of
them. Here, we reveal that there are more of them than most people know about.
SELECTED BY: SIBYLLE JUNG
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Little kitchen,
big wine cellar

1

Pleasure on a plate
Genussmanufaktur Neubad is a
traditional first-floor beizli serving not
so traditional first-floor beizli food.
The rooms, built around 1550, were
originally used as a bathhouse with
medical facilities and a barber shop.
Here, you will find “Genussteller” or
“pleasure plates”. You should try them
all at least once, and take the time to
enjoy them in the enchanting surroundings of the old, wood-panelled
room. You can taste the love that the
11-member team, led by Nathalie and
Sandro Vladani, has for what it does.
Sandro recommends:
being at home in the abbey quarter |
having brunch at Drahtseilbähnli

 www.restaurantneubad.ch
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The Wirtschaft zur alten Post is
the epitome of welcoming cosiness.
Serves modern interpretations
of classic dishes in a rustic atmosphere. This is where nostalgia
meets uniqueness. The bratwurst
cooked on the lava rock grill with
crispy rösti is a must, according
to the New York Post. If you like a
surprise, you can ask your host
Alexander Zimmermann to conjure
up the set menu to which he lends
his name. All the cooking takes
place in the city's smallest kitchen
(but the size of the wine cellar more
than makes up for it). Johannes
Kessler, a companion of Vadian and
one of the St.Gallen reformers,
once lived in the beautiful building,
which dates back to 1552.

3

Where a guild
once met
If you get seasick easily, take care at
Restaurant Zum Goldenen Schäfli.
Or make sure you drink plenty. At
least, that's the advice from Mara
Zwatz and Astrit Nemetaj, who have
been running the restaurant with the
most uneven floor in town for almost
six years. This locale, which was
originally built in 1484 as the butchers’
guild hall and was fortunately saved
from demolition in 1971, bears witness
to a bygone era. It’s safe to say it has
made the transition to the modern
day in style. The must-eat dish here is
the fresh calves' liver with onions,
herbs and rösti.

Alex recommends:
an extensive discovery tour of
St.Gallen | sightseeing in the Abbey
District | a tasty food-based
treasure hunt (food trail) | a walk to
the Drei Weieren | a quick shopping
tour in the city centre | fine dining
at a typical first-floor beizli

Mara and Astrit recommend:
the museum quarter | the old town
with its many bay windows | Lake
Constance

 www.apost.ch

 www.zumgoldenenschaeflisg.ch
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4 hotplates,
many delicacies
The timber-framed house in which
the Bäumli is located is truly enchanting. Its oﬃcial name, Weinstube zum Bäumli (wine tavern
at the Bäumli), hardly does justice
to this cosy, rustic locale. After all,
they serve more than just wine
here (wonderful wine though it is)
– there’s great food on oﬀer as
well. Try the tripe in white-wine
sauce (a rare treat), the calves'
liver with rösti (excellent) or the
St.Gallen bratwurst (the original).
As you sit, indulge and philosophise here, you’ll become acquainted with the 600-year history
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The second-floor
beizli
Sometimes, the Schwarzer Adler
is left oﬀ the list of traditional
first-floor beizli. Unfairly, in our
opinion. Anyone who climbs the

6

4

of the house. According to landlady Jacqueline Kert, the oldest
timbers date back to 1414. Over
the years, the building was extended floor by floor. It has been
a restaurant for more than 200
years. And here’s an impressive
little fact about the present day:
at the Bäumli, all the cooking
is done on just four hotplates.
Respect.
Jacqueline recommends:
The Drei Weieren | The Abbey
Library | The Alpstein |
The mountains

 www.weinstube-baeumli.ch

5
stairs at no. 12 Marktplatz knows
– either from experience or by
instinct – that an oasis awaits
them up ahead. The owner, chef
and host here is Emanuel Eggler.
He serves his guests regional
cuisine with a vegetarian focus.
Grinning, he refers to meat as a
side dish. What he loves about
traditional first-floor beizli is how
high up they are. As for his own
restaurant – which has a 300year history – he describes it as
“everyone’s living room” and,
because it’s two floors up, he’s
also happy to refer to it as a
second-floor beizli.

Where jazz meets
great cuisine
University professors, students,
business travellers and guests from
all over the world come together at
the Bistro St.Gallen. They enjoy the
“Sankt Businesslunch” – a set menu
that changes daily – or a dish from
the balanced and varied evening
menu. Hermann Greiner, Director of
Sales and Events, sings the praises
of the signature dish “Gebackenes
Landei” (“baked country egg”) – and
rightly so. This writer would do the
same for the steak tartare. While
the history of the traditional Einstein
building dates back to 1830, Bistro
St.Gallen “only” opened in 2009.
Every first Monday of the month,
the spacious rooms serve as a jazz
venue from 8 pm.

Emanuel recommends:
The Drei Weieren | Experiencing
the Schwarzer Adler

Hermann recommends:
Scheﬀelstein | the abbey archive,
including the abbey map from the
year 825

 www.schwarzeradler.ch

 www.bistro-sg.ch
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Everything
home-made

ern

A sea of antipasti and sinfully good
pasta dishes. That’s what awaits
you at this non-traditional, but still
classic restaurant. But what’s special
about this first-floor beizli? It has its
own garden, and the kitchen is underneath it (a small window pane in

8

From pot to plate
7

the ground gives it away). The kitchen was built in 2012, but the building’s
history goes back as far as the 12th
century. Owner and founder Florian
Reiser is proud that everything –
absolutely everything – he serves is
home-made right at his Focacceria.
If you have a sweet tooth, try the
brownies and the lemon cake.
Florian recommends:
the Abbey District, including a visit
to the Klosterbistro | the old town of
St.Gallen | the Eggli in Appenzell

 www.focacceria.ch

It used to be a place where newly-weds went to buy their first bed
together. Today, it’s a place to dine
with relish while enjoying a tranquil
atmosphere. It’s in the middle of
the city, but still manages to be a
refuge from the hustle and bustle
of everyday life. Manager Christian
likes to say his Geschmakslokal
is a home away from home. And
that is, indeed, how you feel when
you eat with others at the same
table, straight from the pot. One
example of what that pot might
contain is the coq au vin rouge,
created by Chef Michael. Some
St.Gallen residents have called
it “the very best to be found anywhere”. When Christian is not
working in the restaurant, he is out
and about, delivering great taste
on wheels.
Christian recommends:
the Sitter | enjoying nature in and
around the city

 www.geschmackslokal.ch
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Limited-edition
house beers
Brauwerk. “The Brewery”. The name says
it all. Beers are certainly brewed here in the
newly renovated, modern premises that
used to be the Stadtbeiz Dufour, but the
kitchen also likes to experiment with beer.
How exactly? Take the slow-cooked ribs,
for instance. They are cooked sous-vide for
18 hours and are then finished with a paleale glaze. It’s hard to imagine food and drink
going together better than this. Good to
know: the house beers are brewed exclusively
for Brauwerk. There are around 500 litres
of each type on tap and when they’re gone,
they’re gone. These days, it often doesn’t
take long for them to sell out, as manager
Joël Hardegger knows all too well.
Joël recommends:
the Drei Weieren at sunset | BBQ at the
Peter and Paul Wildlife Park | Cycling on the
Waldegg Trail

 www.restaurantbrauwerk.ch
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Tiramisu
to order
Nicolai Del Bello describes his
restaurant, La Follia, as creatively high-class, but still down
to earth. The restaurant’s name
links it to Boutique La Folie,
which is the boutique run by
Nicolai’s mother next door.
As you might guess, the theme
of both establishments is “folly”
or “madness”. It’s possible that
the home-made gnocchi (which
change according to the season) might be delicious enough

The fastest shoes
in town
When you manage to get a window
seat to yourself here, it’s hard to get
enough of the lively hustle and bustle
on St.Gallen’s Bahnhofplatz. Hard indeed – because you’ll likely be interrupted. You see, at the Metropol,
strangers quickly become friends. It’s
the atmosphere that makes it that
way. Family-run for five generations.

12

Thinking out
of the (tool) box
10

to drive a person mad. And
the same could be said of the
tiramisu. It is served to order
and without cutlery. The first
time the building was mentioned in historical records was
in 1411. At that time, it was
called “Am Schmelzmarkt”, in
reference to a butter and
cheese market held around
the corner.
Nicolai recommends:
Fünfländerblick viewpoint |
the enchanting view of the city
from the Freudenberg | eating
at one of the many cosy firstfloor beizli

 www.lafollia.ch

11

Centrally located near the train station. A place to linger, to come together, to draw closer to one another.
Until 1946, it was a functional hostel
for textile traders. It was later torn
down and rebuilt as the Metropol: a
symbol of continuity and well-being
right at the city’s entrance. Plus,
it’s a protected historical landmark.
People say the staﬀ ought to be given a similar status. They also say that
they have the fastest shoes in town...
Ask about it if you want a good conversation starter! The Fischknusperli,
the meatloaf and the aﬀogato-style
iced coﬀee here are all unmissable.
The best in town.
The Metropol team recommends:
The Bahnhofplatz – it's spacious and
oﬀers plenty to do

 www.hotel-metropol.ch

Zur Werkstatt (“The Workshop”)
is the newest of the 14 first-floor
beizli presented here. This urban
restaurant was established in 2019,
in what used to be the Schwyter
Bakery. It aims to stand out from
the crowd. Zur Werkstatt is a
creative space for those who love
to make things and those who love
to enjoy what others have made.
The food is prepared right in front
of the diners’ eyes. It is a delightful
mix of seasonality and creativity.
For Nadine Merz (Head Chef) and
Michel Hummel (Chef de Service),
it is important that the guest alone
decides how long the evening’s
culinary experience will last. Ideally,
they should also enjoy a cocktail,
mixed at the gorgeous pewter bar,
before heading home.
Nadine and Michel recommend:
the Alpstein | Lake Constance |
taking a fondue-filled backpack to
the Drei Weieren

 www.zurwerkstatt-sg.ch
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A candle in the
bay window

3
5
12

11

If you’re the romantic type, then
dining at the Schlössli could not
be more perfect for you. When
you book a romantic table for
two, you can look forward to
rose petals and hearts adorning
a table that looks out from one
of the beautiful bay windows.
Ambros Wirth and his team will

7
14

6

Fresh salad and
more

conjure up a fine four-course
menu featuring the best gourmet produce from the region.
Eating here is sure to tickle
the taste buds and warm the
heart. As for the history of the
Schlössli, it was built in 1586
by Laurenz II Zollikofer, a grandson of the city reformer Vadian.
In 1635, Huguenot leader and
general Duc Henri de Rohan
was a guest of the Zollikofer
family here. By the way, the
aperitif and wine are included
in the menu price.
Ambros recommends:
the St.Gallen blue potatoes

Guido Schildknecht, manager of the
long-established Café Gschwend,
finds it cosier on the first floor. The
Gschwend family opened their bakery
here in 1902. This first-floor beizli has
a nostalgic feel, and the products
and dishes taste all the fresher for it.
That’s especially true of the salads.
But schnitzel cordon bleu and fondue
chinoise are right up there with them.
There’s another reason why the first
floor is so special: from here, you can
access the most beautiful garden
terrace in the whole city.
Guido recommends:
the Meglisalp | a walk through the
Drei Weieren

 www.cafe-gschwend.ch
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Genussmanufaktur Neubad
Bankgasse 6
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Wirtschaft zur alten Post
Gallusstrasse 4
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Zum goldenen Schäfli
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Weinstube zum Bäumli
Schmiedgasse 18
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Schwarzer Adler
Marktplatz 12
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Einstein Bistro
Wassergasse 7
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Focacceria
Metzgergasse 22
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Geschmackslokal
Brühlgasse 30
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Brauwerk
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 www.schloessli-sg.ch
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Your favourite restaurant?
“Zum Goldenen Schäfli”.
Anyone who has ever been there
will know why.
Best place for a drink?
OLMA or OpenAir.

MARCEL BAUMGARTNER, 42, is Head of Publishing at
Ostschweizer Medien AG and Co-Editor-in-Chief of
“Die Ostschweiz” (“Eastern Switzerland”). He and his
team not only provide the people of Eastern Switzerland
with news, stories and special features, both in print and
online, but also help ensure media diversity in the region.

Marcel, what do you consider
typical of St.Gallen?
The way I see it, it’s constant
change. When I was a child,
compared with deepest Toggenburg, it was a pulsating centre,
which I much preferred to Zurich,
even then. Later, in my twenties,
it was the place where I moved
into the first flat I could call my
own and where I founded a
company. St.Gallen was a “milestone” that opened up new paths
for me to take. What I really
value about it – and I think this
is a typical aspect of St.Gallen –
is the combination of constant,
but not excessively fast, change,
traditions and the way you can
see a friendly face around every
corner.

What inspires you about
our region?
In the course of my career, I've
got to know many different
businesspeople. In 90 per cent of
cases, you could feel there was
more than just business there –
these people were about roots,
about building something, about
community. That way of working
and living inspires me. People
here don't just want to “get”
they also want to “give back”,
to start something together.
Your favourite spot?
I must admit, it’s actually my
office, because this is where I can
make my ideas a reality. Otherwise, it would have to be the first
floor restaurants (“ErststockRestaurants”).

What is an absolute must-see
on a visit to St.Gallen?
I recommend visiting at
Christmas time, because then
you can see the most beautiful
Christmas lights in Switzerland.
Something everyone should
know about St.Gallen people …
That they don't like show-offs.
If you talk the talk, you’d
better walk the walk.
To be successful in St.Gallen …
Don't try to steamroll people,
instead seek consensus.
Something that drives you …
Wanting to establish our own
publication.
Your wish for St.Gallen ...
For it to stay as it is. Leave all
the running about to people in
bigger cities – we like to take
our time, so we don't run out of
breath.
Immerse yourself in
Eastern Switzerland
 www.dieostschweiz.ch
 www.ostschweizermedien.ch/print
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A change of
perspective
Above. A seemingly unimpressive utterance. But it’s more than just a random
word. It’s part of everyday life. Omnipresent. Sometimes setting the pace.
Always pointing the way. But what does that have to do with St.Gallen?
The city makes a big impression, including when viewed from above.
TE X T: SIBYLLE JUN G, PH OTO G R APHY: CHR I S OSWALD / CHR ISPIX.CH
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Change your perspective at least once a day. Look at things from a different angle. Whether it's a particular issue,
or yourself. Be still and observe. Enjoy it. Find new paths. Leave old, well-trodden paths behind,
along with your comfort zone. Do it for one exciting moment. And then the next.

INDULGENCE — 612

FREE AS A BIRD

Is it always arrogant to look down from above?
Do you find people from Eastern Switzerland arrogant?

Why is it that we always think good comes from above? Like the
Christmas tree that is flown onto the Klosterplatz square every year?

Do we take a more unbiased approach when we look at the world
from above? What happens if we do that with St.Gallen?

© chrispix.ch

What happens when you can no longer tell up from down?
In the Abbey Library, for example?

It’s all a matter of perspective. Or so some might say.
62
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Look at the houses from above.
Feel light.
Like a silk dress.
…
Feel free.
Like a golden swallow.
…

Translated extract from the song
“Oben” (“Above”) by the band
Panda Lux from Rorschach
For information about concerts, etc.:
 www.pandalux.ch

© chrispix.ch

Make space for something new.
Lift your arms.
Now you will fly.

Advertisement

Craftsmanship
for life
Is it not the smallest things that tell us
the most precious stories?
Sparkling gemstones with fascinating
origins. The warmth of gold and its
comforting touch. Perfection in design
and craftsmanship. Together these
inspire us to create jewellery of exceptional quality, traditionally handcrafted
to the finest detail, ensuring each piece
is exclusively unique.
We look forward to crafting jewellery
that tells your own story, proudly
being your Goldsmith, Stone setter,
Gemologist and host. All in one house.
Dave Rust, David Neuweiler and
the whole Bolli team

Bolli Goldschmied AG, Multergasse 6
9000 St.Gallen, 071 222 56 45
www.bolli-goldschmied.ch

Juwelier
seit 1933

Treno Gottardo
The most beautiful journey between north and south
www.trenogottardo.ch

A cooperation between

FREE AS A BIRD
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PORTR AIT

CHRIS OSWALD. “There are three things
that fascinate me: photography,
the bird’s-eye view and the City of
St.Gallen.” Together, these fascinations
make for true works of art.
Especially for 612, photographer Chris Oswald
has selected four of his favourite subjects
from the preceding pages. He prefers to let the
images speak for themselves. The fact that
they are enchanting is not only because they
were taken with a drone. The images sharpen
our sense of what is ostensibly unknown.
They invite us to dive in and let go. In the here
and now. Thank you, Chris.
For more inspiration, go to:  www.chrispix.ch

© Chris Oswald / Instagram: @chrispix

Other views from above

© Matti Blume / Wikipedia

From a hill
Anyone who has ever gazed into
the distance from the Drei
Weieren (Three Ponds) comes
away enchanted and always
returns to this spot. So come on
an unforgettable city tour and
experience St.Gallen “from
above”. By climbing the steps,
you’ll also get your daily
exercise in.
Book a guided tour:

www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/612-links

On the ground
For those who prefer not to scale
such heights, looking down at
the ground now and then can
also be a delight. If you do, you
might discover a “place of irony”,
“place of illusion”, “place of
cunning” or even the “place of
pleasure”. This art installation
comprises 98 markers spread
across the city, each featuring
one of 14 different terms. For
instance, “Vision” is at Bahnhofplatz and “Lust” is at the Kreuzbleiche park. This work of art
is by Trogen artist Hans-Ruedi
Fricker.

From the church tower
Another place with a fantastic
view is the tower of St. Laurenzen
Church, which is ranked the
second most famous church in
the city. There are tours of the
tower twice a day from March
to November. The incredible
view makes the 187 steps to the
top well worth it.
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“The Textile Trail:
on the trail of
the fascinating
textile boom that
brought unique
and lasting
advantages to
St.Gallen – and
will continue
to do so. This is
how history is
made.”
Thomas Meyer, President of Textilland Ostschweiz

 Inspirational spot: Textile Museum

67
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A passion for
the craft
Denis Laci is a person who likes to talk about threads.
He is a little less chatty when the subject ventures
beyond sewing. But that just makes him all the
more interesting when it does.
TEXT: SIBYLLE JUNG
PHOTOS: DANIEL AMMANN

For most people who set out on a career as a tailor
or a dressmaker, the first thing they want to do
is create something of their own. But Denis Laci
was different. “I really wanted a sewing machine.”
He thought it. He bought it. “The good model”
that he bought duly took its place in his flat.
The first thing he sewed was a cushion with an
envelope-backed pillow cover (“a gift”). That was
in 2016. Today, he is training to become an EFZ
garment designer at the Couture Lehratelier GBS
(Couture Teaching Atelier at the St.Gallen Centre
of Vocational Education and Training). Denis is
in his second year of training.
Listening to him talk about how he creates, sews
and finishes trousers, skirts, blouses and dresses
makes you want to order something from him immediately. It’s clear that this young man has found
his passion. The fact that this is his second career
(he first trained as a baker and pastry chef) only
makes him more endearing. All the more so because of the unpretentious and poetic way in
which he talks about what inspires him: working
with his hands. “I like working with my hands.
I am always delighted when I see the results. The
entire process fascinates me.” He was too much
of a late riser to be a baker. That’s why Denis
switched to gastronomy. He worked with Juri at
Perronnord (“Great place – the boss was a genuine
guy”), at the organic shop Ultimo Bacio (“Nice
shop”), at Seeger (“Cool garden”) and at the Focacceria (“Great team”). Meanwhile, he caught the
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sewing bug and started reading books on the subject (“I didn't understand a word”), and attending
sewing courses (“I was really up for a course”)
and did an internship at Akris (“It's unbelievable
how much detail work is needed before something
fits right”). After that, he says, he simply continued on the same path.
Embroidery – let's have it for men, too!
Anyone who works with fashion every day surely
thinks a lot about their own clothes. “Others think
about that more. I’m quite a straightforward
person in that respect.” He says he likes to keep
things simple and doesn’t have many ideas in
terms of his own style. But when it comes to other
people, that’s a different story. “In that case, I
always have ideas.” What still surprises him about
his training? The many different considerations
(“Overlap? Underlap? A band? Sewn by the light
of a silvery moon?...”), work steps and amount of
concentration needed in order to finish a garment.
The clothes make the man (or woman). Clothes
are the body’s outer skin. They highlight the
personality. They have the power both to emphasise and disguise. He thinks it's “cool” that he is
able to work in a city like St.Gallen, which has
been home to big players in the textile world, such
as Jakob Schläpfer, Forster Rohner and Bischoff
Textil, as well as global labels such as Akris. The
only thing he feels is missing from his life is
embroidery for men.

PORTR AIT
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Life according to Denis
Who or what inspires you?
Anything can inspire me: nature, architecture or
art. The important thing is to engage with your
surroundings.
Who would you like to dress?
RuPaul, Beyoncé, Lady Gaga, Angela Merkel.
Your favourite spot in St.Gallen?
I’m a bit of a homebody, really. When I do go out,
I’m drawn to the Falkenburg restaurant, the Drei
Weieren (Three Ponds), or to the Solitüde. Watching
the sunset there in the summer with a picnic –
it’s unbeatable.
What do you most appreciate about St.Gallen?
That it’s not pretentious. It has a beautiful energy
about it.

Book a sewing workshop now
For CHF 90, you can create your own shirt and decorate
it with the finest St.Gallen embroidery. The workshop,
which is a collaboration between St.Gallen-Bodensee
Tourism, Textilland and the Couture Lehratelier GBS
(Couture Teaching Atelier at the St.Gallen Centre of
Vocational Education and Training), lasts about five
hours. Help will be at hand from apprentice garment
designers. Minimum two participants.
 www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/612-links

Denis Laci, 26, from
St.Gallen, is training to
be a clothing designer
at the Couture Teaching
Atelier at the St.Gallen
Centre of Vocational
Education and Training.
For him, clothing can
be about letting oﬀ
steam or taking a step
back, depending on the
moment.

Want to know more?
For everything you need to know
about an apprenticeship as an EFZ
garment designer in St.Gallen, go to:
www.gbssg.ch > Gestaltung >
Couture-Lehratelier
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TOTALLY TEXTILES

© die Manufaktur / Corinne Stoll

© die Manufaktur / Corinne Stoll

Up close and personal
with textiles

Textiles are just so incredibly versatile. Immerse
yourself in the world of St.Gallen textiles and see
how the city continues to live up to its reputation
as a textile trailblazer to this day.
TE XT: 612 EDITORIAL STAFF

Fit for a bride
There will always be people getting married. In 2021, marriages might be more frequent and
even more meaningful than
before. 612 recommends commissioning a dream featuring
the finest St.Gallen embroidery.
Die Manufaktur makes madeto-measure dresses. At Die
Manufaktur, you can also marvel at the new Sentis collection
and – if you make an appointment – try it on: shirts, blouses
and scarves made of printed
fabrics specially designed
by textile designer Bernhard
Duss and inspired by Swiss
traditional costumes. Kathrin
Baumberger and Karin Bischoff,
70

as the founders and owners of
Sentis, are responsible for the
design and production of the
fine fabrics. Their key focus is
on sustainability. This is now
the story of modern, regional
textiles.
Weaving a wonderful
dream …
… at Dorfhus Gupf, Rehetobel.
It is one of the 13 “Textilland”
hotels, each of which has its own
uniquely designed rooms that
showcase regional textiles. The
Dorfhus (also a great place for a
delicious meal, by the way) is the
latest hotel to become part of
the Explorer Tour, which is not
to be missed if you have even a

© Sentis

passing interest in textiles.
Besides the textile rooms, the
Dorfhus has another textilethemed highlight: a ballroom
with an embroidered ceiling.
The ballroom textiles and other
textile-based works of art in the
building were created by Walter
Sonderegger and Simona Engeli
(embroidery), together with
the St.Gallen-based company
Bischoff Interior AG (basic
fabric for the curtains and ceiling covering). Go. Be amazed.
And come back again soon!
Info about the
Textilland
Explorer Tour
can be found
here.

The 12 other
Textilland
hotels can be
found here.
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TOTALLY TEXTILES

© Bischoff Interior / Bernhard Bischoff

Textiles from St.Gallen
skilfully showcased in
many diﬀerent ways

© Bischoff Interior / Bernhard Bischoff

© Bischoff Interior / Bernhard Bischoff

Want to read more about
textiles?
Clean lines, streamlined design,
pure luxury. That’s what Akris is
all about. Alice Kriemler-Schoch
founded the prêt-à-porter
company in 1922. What made
this committed factory-owner
tick and what was life like for
the seamstresses of the small
apron-sewing shop in Kriessern
that Akris ran between 1945
and 1966? In her 186-page book,
Rhine Valley author Jolanda
Spirig brings the fabrics and
their creators alive.
Schürzennäherinnen
Die Fabrikantin und die Kriessner
«Mädchen»
978-3-0340-1143-3
This book shines a light on the textile
industry in St.Gallen, exploring it
from various angles.

Looking for a textile
souvenir from St.Gallen?
Look no further:
Akris Boutique
Felsenstrasse 36
Christian Fischbacher
Mövenstrasse 18
Die Manufaktur
Bahnhofstrasse 8
Bischoff Textil Factory Shop
Bogenstrasse 9
Jakob Schlaepfer Shop
Fürstenlandstrasse 99
Sélection Filtex
Teufener Strasse 1
Textile shop and tourist
information office
Bankgasse 9

© die Manufaktur / Corinne Stoll

Feel the history
Fancy a tour based on
this theme? No problem.
For history and stories,
architecture and art, and
to find out more about
visiting the Textile
Museum, go to:
 www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/
612-links
 www.textilmuseum.ch
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SMART FABRIC

Lifesaving
T-shirts
from
St.Gallen
Smart fabrics are now a major force in the
fields of medicine, sport and the rescue
services. Many of these high-tech fabrics
are developed at the Empa research
institute in the western part of the city
of St.Gallen.
TE XT: URS-PETER ZWINGLI
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A firefighter is inside a burning
building. Suddenly, his breathing
speeds up and his heart begins to
race. But because the firefighter is
wearing a T-shirt with integrated
sensors, the Incident Commander
quickly notices that the situation
is becoming critical. The Incident
Commander tells a colleague over
the radio to get the firefighter out
of the danger zone.
Smart T-shirts like these, which
can transmit information about
the wearer’s vital functions, have
the potential to save lives. In the
medical field, they can also make
patient monitoring easier. Fabrics
equipped with sensors are one
example of the many high-tech
products from the textile and
fibre industry currently being
developed at the St.Gallen site of
Empa – the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and
Technology. Since its foundation
in 1885, the Empa subsidiary in
Eastern Switzerland, which has
its headquarters in Dübendorf,
has maintained close links with
the local textile industry. In the
beginning, it tested the quality
of threads for embroidery

SMART FABRIC

companies. Today, it often develops high-tech products in cooperation with companies based in the
region. “We work with several textile companies in
Eastern Switzerland, all of whom are world leaders
in their own niche,” says René Rossi, Head of Empa’s
Biomimetic Membranes and Textiles Division.
According to its website, the aim of the division is
to develop “materials and systems to facilitate the
protection and optimal performance of the human
body”. Of course, protection is currently a hot topic
among the general public because of the coronavirus
pandemic. Since spring 2020, 48 textile companies
across Switzerland have been working to expand
production of protective masks. Empa is working
together with private companies to help achieve this
aim. The goal is to develop sustainable protective
masks that can be washed dozens of times.
Simulating every type of world climate
Empa is located in the western part of the city of
St.Gallen. Researchers from 60 different nations all

work together here. The textiles and fibres division
has seven climate chambers that it uses in its research. “With temperatures from –60 to +80 degrees
Celsius, any climate in the world can be simulated
in them,” says René Rossi, who leads the research.
There is also a fire chamber at Empa. That is because although textile research is increasingly being
done using computer models and artificial intelligence, one thing has remained the same since the
textile boom: “There is still a lot of manual work
that goes into the development of high-tech fabrics,”
says Rossi, who is also an Adjunct Professor at the
Department of Health Sciences and Technology at
ETH Zurich. At Empa, a new fabric is always made
entirely from scratch. First of all, the individual fibre
is designed. The size of individual fibres may be in
the nanometre range. Next, the yarn is produced.
Flat fabric is woven from this. “Textile still has the
image of being a low-tech product. But in Switzerland, most textile companies have now specialised
in the high-tech niche,” says Rossi.
Eisenbahnersiedlung
This settlement was founded
in 1911 to provide housing
for railway workers. Today,
the railway workers’ quarter
(Eisenbahnerquartier) is an
architectural highlight.
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Sittertobel (ravine)
For four days in summer, the
OpenAir St.Gallen festival is
held here in the Sittertobel,
transforming it into a fairground.
For the rest of the year, it is a
nature reserve that is easily
accessible by public transport,
e.g. via the “Stocken” bus stop.

612 — TEXTILES

Lachen-Quartier
In the Lachen Quarter, you can
see many buildings that were
built during the textile boom.
This part of the city has a very
multicultural character these
days. What to try: falafel,
hummus and peppermint tea
at Restaurant Habibi.
Burgweiher-Areal
This is the largest green area in
the city and it has two ponds,
various walking paths and a
historic wooden tower. After
the walk, stop off at Restaurant
Helvetia and order everything on
the menu if you can!

Art at Empa
Artist Roman Signer from Eastern
Switzerland stands out thanks
to his unconventional style of
performance and installation art.
Signer has created a fountain
in front of Empa using 25 blue
metal drums.
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18 questions
without
answers
1 answer
without a
question
Richard Frehner caught gambling fever during a
visit to a casino as a young man. In classic style,
he started out as a croupier. Now aged 46 with
various positions at various casinos under his belt,
he runs Casino St.Gallen. Frehner is from Eastern
Switzerland and lives near Wil. He is an enthusiastic supporter of FC St.Gallen and travels a great
deal within the region, together with his wife and
two daughters. He is “Mr Casino”, and he lives his
whole life accordingly. He signs his e-mails with
“playful greetings”, receives guests at “Jackpot City”
and can be found on the gaming floor almost every
day. Frehner's motto: “You have to like people.”
The majority of his guests come from the town and
the local region. They include everyone from the
pensioners who meet for breakfast to the night
owls who spontaneously pop in on their way home
from a night out for a glass of wine and a game.
In St.Gallen, everything is possible. So we’ll let
Richard Frehner introduce himself – using
18 questions without answers and one answer
without a question.
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Gambling is in his blood:
Richard Frehner,
Manager of Casino St.Gallen

612 — MASTERMIND

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

"Rien ne va plus" or “everything is possible”?
Is it a coincidence that the site of the casino is where
the executioner once worked?
What do the local sheep dream about?
FC St.Gallen or FC St.Gallen?
What would Joachim Vadian have bet on?
What’s life without a bit of risk?
What’s going to be happening this time next year?
What is the perfect day like?
Can you see the Säntis mountain from the gaming table?
Are we in the thick of it or just along for the ride?
Tignanello or Edelspez?
What have our two sequoia trees seen over the years?
Have you ever just set off walking with no destination in mind?
Can you see the casino from the Wil Tower?
What would you like to do more often?
To the lake or to the mountains?
What does it mean to have good fortune?
Feel like trying something new?

You’re always winning if you’re having
a good time.
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There’s nothing
like …
… the right app. Whether you are planning a hike
or bike tour, want to know what’s going on off the
beaten track beyond the (fortunately not huge)
streams of tourists, how and where to get the best
window seat (keyword: trains in Eastern Switzerland), want to be well informed about offers from
local businesses or find out what our famous
university has to offer in terms of art. All there.
Digital. And helpful.

City
Messenger

Textile
StGallen

LocalBini

Ohne Senf

Art@HSG

Fensterplatz.ch

Outdooractive

MobileSG

Naturmuseum
SG

Hoher
Kasten

SBB Mobile

OSTWIND
Tickets

Scan here to go to the apps:

www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch/612-links

Outlook 2022

Good
prospects
from every
point
of view
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Want more of 612? Can’t wait for issue 4? Neither can we. We already
have some good ideas for our next
main theme. But we also want to
know what you’re interested in.
Let your creativity run wild! Write
to us and send us your pictures, ideas
and requests. Let us know what
topics and people you would like to
read about in 612 issue 4.
We look forward to hearing from you.
See you soon.
Your 612 editorial staff
612@st.gallen-bodensee.ch

Enjoy culinary delights. Sleep restfully.
Experience individually.

Einstein St.Gallen
Berneggstrasse 2 | 9000 St.Gallen, Switzerland
+41 71 227 55 55 | info@einstein.ch | einstein.ch

Top entertainment in an unbeatable atmosphere
American roulette, blackjack or poker? The Casino St. Gallen offers you thrilling
entertainment at 10 games tables. And you can also try your luck at one of the
200 slot machines with a wide range of attractive jackpots. Entry is free of charge.
Opening hours
Sunday to Thursday, 09.00 am – 03.00 am
Friday and Saturday, 09.00 am – 04.00 am

